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UNIVERSITY I COURSES

Language
requirement's
fate to be
decided today
Overturning decision
would mean campus
requirement remains
at two courses
By JOE ASTROUSKI
Administration Reporter

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Students walk through the main corridor of Booth Library Wednesday evening during regular hours. Research is still being conducted about
whether or not to extend the hours of the library for students who study well into the night.

Committe needs positive input
Booth Library hours
extension research
still being conducted
By HEATHER HOLM
Student Government Editor

Extending library hours ac
Eastern is still in che works.
The Academic Affairs Commircee from Student Senate went
co Faculty Senate and the Library

Advisory Board at first co get their
input, said Chris Kromphardt,
chair of the Academic Affairs
Committee.
"The Library Advisory Board
could give us their professional
input and these were rwo important groups co talk ro in the beginning," he said.
They also talked co Dan Nadler,
vice president for student affairs,
who rold chem the besc way co go
about polling students.

"He told us what ro do and
what noc co do."' Kromphardt
said.
The Academic Affairs Committee also talked to the Interfraternity Council and the Panhellenic
Council.
"We came up with a big list
and chose rwo were che first rwo
student organizations char we
talked to," Kromphardc said.
They are also going co speak
with Black Student Union chis

coming Monday.
Caridad Briro, a professor
in the psychology depanment,
helped che Academic Affairs Commircee pur rogecher an e-mail survey for library hours.
"She helped us develop an
online survey char will gauge the
students' opinions," Kromphardc
said. "We are getting the issues
our there."

»

SEE LIBRARY, PAGES

CAMPUS I EVENT

Time will tell if United Nations is top priority
Speaker believes
Obama will work
better with UN
than President Bush
By STEPHEN DI BENEDETTO
News Editor

Political science professor Kent
Kille thinks relations between the
United Scares and the United Nations
will change when President-elect
Barack Obama rakes control of the
White House.
He said the UN has debated President George W Bush's unilateral mentality wi ch foreign affairs.
He added many UN officials view
the Bush Adminiscrarion's foreign policies as illegitimate.
"The UN is hopeful," Kille said
about Obama making relations with
the UN a key priority during his pres-

idency.
Kille leccured co scudencs abour
how the Obama Administration and
the UN will incecacc Wednesday night
in che Lumpkin Hall Auditorium.
Students filled nearly evccy scar in
the auditoriwn for the leccurc.

KAROLINA STRACK ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Professor Kent Kille from the College of Wooster presents his lecture entitled, ·The Role of the United Nations During the Obama Presidency: at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the Lumpkin Auditorium. Kille spoke to a full
room of mostly students about the reception of Barack Obama's election as president as well as the general
st(ucture of the United Nations.

The Council on Academic
Affairs will decide the face of proposed changes ro Eastern's foreign
language requirement at irs meeting roday.
Lase spring, CAA voted co
increase che number of foreign
language courses students must
cake co graduate.
The requirement increased the
number of semesters from cwo co
three.
After CAJ\s approval, President
Bill Perry and Blair Lord, provost
and vice president for academic affairs, cold CAA ro review the
requirement further.
In response, CAA formed a foreign language ad-hoc committee
this fall.
The commmee determined
the original decision should be
rescinded.
"We will be vocing on a motion
ro rescind lase April's voce co
increase the foreign language
requirement," said CAA chair
Kathleen Bower.
In an e-mail circulated lase
week, some CAA members said
rhey were unsure whar rescinding
an already-passed decision would
mean.
Bower said if CAA voces to
rescind its earlier decision, the foreign language requirement would
remain unchanged.
"(Rescinding che decision)
means char the foreign language
requirement for students ac EIU
would remain ac cwo courses,"
Bower said.
The foreign language subcommircee also recommended a new
motion for CAA co approve, if the
April decision is overturned.
This motion calls for each academic program co consider whether it needs changes in its foreign
language or culrural awareness
requirements.
Les Hyder, who chaired the foreign language subcommircee, said
CAA members and guests would
have a chance co speak about the
proposed decision during the
meeting.
"There will be a chance for
guests who wane to speak to do
so," Hyder said. "After everyone
who has comments to make has
had a chance co do so, we will cake
a vote. "
The meeting begins ac 2 p.m. in
Booth Library Conference Room

4440.
Joe Astrouski can be reached at 5817942 or at jmastrouski@eiu.edu.
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ENTERTAINMENT f A DAILY LOOK

•

Photographer sues Chris BiOwn, Rlhanna
The Associated Press
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ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. - A
photographer with tbt..., a St. ~
tcrsburg altem&tM publicarlon, is
suing R&B singen Otds Brown and
Rihanna. saying their bodyguards
beat him and broke bis camera.
Luis Santana on Wednesday 6led
the $1 million lawsuit, which also
names the bodyguards and a St. ~
tcrsburg club wheie the attack allegedly oc:cumd May 6.
Santana 11115 the bodyguards tole
off bis shirt, knocked him down and
repearcdly kickal him.
He's seeking compensation for
bis $3,000 camera, photos that were
lost, injuries and emotional disuas.
Brown's attorney, Kmnetb Meisclas, denies the singer or his security
wen: involved in the alleged inci-
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The Times Publishing Co., which
also produces the St. Petersburg
Tunes, owns tbt.... The St. Petersburg Tunes Is not joining the law-
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Coll, Gene Olson'sblack Lab, retrlews a clrake buflleheld cblng a hunt on
a neoprene vest to keep him warmer In the cold water.
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STUDENT SENATE I MEETING

Senate tables UB allocations
University Board presented five
allocacions at che Srudenc Senace
mcccing last night.
All rhe allocations have been
passed through Apportionment
Board unanimously.
UB's Special Events asked Srudent
Senate for $4,500 for Up All Night:
Bill( Invasion X-Treme Sports. This
eYCDt will take place on Jan. 14.
UB's Homecoming asked for $2,
350 because of che 2008 homecoming deficit, the 2009 homecoming
spnng retreat and planning for nexc

Prizes for basketball
game attendance

)'QC·

UB's Mainstage asked for $10,

460 for "Pamhersrock," "So You

Life.
Student Senate tabled all che allocations for next week's meeting.
Scudent Senate member Drew
Griffin asked why waic to pass che
UB's Productions demands when
Srudenr Senate could pass it now.
"le could hit che ground running
at the beginning of che next semester." he said.
Ryan Kerch said the reason thac
UB is asking for all chese allocacions
is because they got the bulk of budget cuts from AB lase year.
"Apporcionment Board determined the budget for fee-funded
groups last year and had to cut mon-

Jazz combos
in concert today
Eastern's three jazz combos will
perform at 7:30 p.m. today in
Room 1360 of the Doudna Fine
Arts Center.
The concert will feature jazz
compositions by Wayne Shorter,
Clifford Brown and Horace Silver
along with new compositions
and arrangements by Eastern
students.
There Is no charge for admission.

By HEATHER HOLM
Student Government Editor

Think You Can Rap" and coffeehouse performers/open mic night
events.
UB's Comedy asked for $4,500
for comedian Aries Spears to come
tocimpus.
And UB's Productions asked for
$5,135 to help cerrain Registered
Student Organizations (RSOs) on
campus put on events by fixing or
buying equipment and training a
suJf co work on che equipment.
"Some of the equipment is old
and ourdated and constantly has to
be upgraded and mainrained," said
Ctci Brinker, director of Scudent

CAMPUS BRIEFS

ERIN MATHENY ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Carolyn Dundo, a Center for Academic Technology Support graduate assistant, gave a presentation on the
Turning Point system to the Student Senate during their meeting on Wednesday night in the Arcolaffuscola
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Turning Point is used in WebCT-linked classes for in-class
presentations and uses a remote to answer questions and provide feedback.
ey and University Board cook most
of the cues," Kerch said.
Eric Wilber, student CXc.'CUtive
vice presidenr, said AB is based on
flat funding, which means it has to
have the same amount of money
from year to year.
Another request co have che mon·
ey from the Srudent Government
Retreat with Black Srudent Union,
Scudent Life Office, LASO and University Board was tabled 12-6-1 at
the meeting.
The total cost for the recreat was
$552 and Student Government's
portion of che cost is $110.52.
If this failed, Brinker would have
to foot the bill.
"If we wait until everyone is I 00
percent comfortable wich everything

for someching like this, we would
never get anything done," said Student Body President Levi Bulgar.
Travel and accommodations for
sending Bulgar and Student Senate member Bradley Saribekian co
an Illinois Board of Higher Educarion Student Advisory Commitcee
Conference on Saturday and Sunday
at DeVry University in 'Iinley Park
passed at che meeting. It was voted on as emergency legislature. "Ihe
toral cost was for $4 54 for lodging
and travel costs.
A line item rransfer for $300
from Student Government payroll to
copy services was cabled at the meeting as well. This also passed through
AB unanimously.
A resolution for a Continuing

Education Fee passed along with one
to have che findings of the University
Development and Recycling Committees Fire Extinguisher and Safety
Walk released passed as well.
The additional allocation for
staff payroll for Laurel Fuqua at the
amounr of $2,671 along with a University Board marketing request for
$3,000 passed at Student Senare
lase night. These were tabled from
last week and passed chrough AB
already.
Also at the meeting. Carolyn
Dundon, a graduare assisranc for the
CA~ deparcment, gave a presentation on Turning Poinr.
Hearher Holm can be reached at 5817942 or haho/m@eiuedu

CAMPUS I EVENT

Comedian combines music, comedy in act
University Board
books Johnny Walker

done this far," he said. "It is sort of
exciting to be almost done with the
tour, but it's cool co be able to do so
many shows."
By JESSICA LEGGIN
Walker said while he is on the
Activities Editor
road, he has to make rules for himself.
al have to find a way to aercise
Comedian Johnny Walker has
been invited by the University Board everyday and there is a no-fast-food
to entertain scudencs wich a mix
rule and no ha.rd liquor," he said. alt
of music and stand up comedy at rakes a lot of energy ro do an hour
9 p.m. today at 7th Street Under- show every night, so it is worrh the
ground in the Martin Luther King efforr to find a way co be healrhy."
Jr. University Union.
Walker said he always loved perWalker said he is exciced abour forming on stage.
When Walker was ar Yale Univercoming to campus co entertain scudcnts with his comedic humor.
sity, double majoring in political sci"This is close to being an ath- ence and history, he was a pan of an
lctt." he said. "I ger excited but ner- acapella group called che "Whiffenpoofs."
'VOOS at times. A little nervousness is
"I liked being on srage but wantalways good cause it gees you excitedausc you feel like ic is something ed to do more," he said.
auake."
Walker said when he was in his
Walker said he has been doing seni~r year of college, he decided to
comedy for the last six years and make a bold srep and try stand-up
bas appeared on shows such as "The comedy.
Tonight Show with Jay Leno," BET's
"I was wondering what can be the
"Hell Date," the Sci-Fi show "Scare most sc.aricst, most impossible thing
Tactics" and the reality show "Boys I could do in my life, and comedy
Bdiaving Badly."
seemed to make sense to me," he
Walker has been on a four-month said. "I never choughr I could make
ailcge tour and has done a total of It a career."
80sbows on college campuses.
Matt Caponera, the comedy
f.astern is the 80th school I have chair for UB, said they decided to

.

SUBMITTED PHOTO

Johnny Walker will appear at 9 p.m.
today in the 7th Street Underground of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
bring Walker ro campus when they
saw him ar the National Association
for Campus Activities Convention.
"He kind of did a half an hour
set and everyone was going nuts,"
said the junior corporate communications major.
Caponera said Walker is unique
with his style because he plays music
on his guitar while doing his standup.

"He appeals ro college humor,"
he said. "He is a good fit for Eastern because his comedy is based on
siruations college students would get
themselves inco."
Caponera said he could not waic
to hear some of Walker's funny songs
char usually make fun of produces •
such as beer.
"He makes fun of the beer 'Natural Light' and calls it 'Natty lee,'
and sings how bad of a beer it is," he
said. "le is a well-known beer that is
known for not being good."
Walker said, when it comes co
comedy, he usually talks about culture, college issues, politics and
underage drinking.
"I talk about culture with YouTube and MTV. and then I'll talk
about things that are college issues
such as che SAT and standardized
test," he said.
Walker said students should come
out to che comedy show because it
will be a nighr they will not forget.
"You can laugh and have a good
time for free," he said. "If they could
think of anything bt.'tter in Charleston chat nighr, they should do it, bur
I don't chink rhere is," he said.
Jessica Leqg n can be reached at 5817942 or ac1mlegg n@etu edu

The second installment of
•pack the Place; the residence
hall attendance competition,
will take place today at the
men's basketball game against
Tennessee State in Lantz Arena.
Residents who attend the
basketball game and check in at
the designated table will receive a
free Eastern T-shirt and an athletic
bag.
They will also be entered in a
halftime drawing for an iPod.
The hall with the highest
percentage of its residents in
attendance will win a free pizza
party for participating residents.
If the percentage of students
competing is not significant,
participants will receive their own
pizza.
Check-in for the competition will
start at 7:1 S p.m. at the student
entrance to the basketball court.

Holiday concert
in Doudna Friday
Chamber groups to large
ensembles will perform at the
Instrumental Division Holiday
Concert at 7:30 p.m. Friday in
the Dvorak Concert Hall in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center.
Music, from genres such as jazz
and classical, will include ·we
Wish You a Merry Christmas;
"Silent Night;•Horns A'Caroling"
and more.
Tickets are $5 for students, $1 O
for senior citizens and Eastern
employees and $12 for general
admission. For reservations,
contact Doudna Patron Services
at doudnat1x@eiu.edu or at 5813110, or visit the Doudna Box
Office open 2-6 p.m. weekdays.
- Compiled by Associate News
Editor Marc Hopf

BLOTTER
Joshua Hawkins, 19, of
Brookfield, was charged with
illegal consumption of alcohol by
a minor and resisting/obstructing
a peace officer after a 12:10
p.m. Tuesday arrest in Carman
Hall, said the University Police
Department.
An Eastern student reported
receiving harassing telephone
communication from another
student on Tuesday, police said.

COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS, OR
EVENTS

To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions please contact our Editor in Chief, Krist ina Peters, via:
Phone I 581 -7936,
E-ma il I DENelc@gmall.com
Office visit I 1811 Buzzard Hall
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Other views on news
HILLARY'S HUSBAND•••
Kansas State U. - le is said char the
more things change, che more they stay
the same. No surprise, then, iliac President-elect Barack Obama picked Hillary
Oincon to be his secretary ofsrate.
Acrually, on paper, Hillary is very
qualified to head up the State Depan·
ment. Her experiences as the first lady
and as a senator allowed her co cravd and
meel wich heads of state. She is smart
on policy, and perhaps mosl important
of all, she is well-respected in most parrs
of che world. In che real world, however, Hillary is burdened by the curse and
blessing of her husband, Bill. On one
hand, Hillary would not Ix where she is
today if she hadn't married a future pres·
idcnt. On the other, Bill appears co scill
carry the lack of restraint chac led co his
impeachment.
For example, compare the presiden·
tial campaigns ofObama and Clinton.
Obama's campaign was airtight; if there
was internal confficc, we certainly didn't
hear abour ic. Some reporters even nick·
named him Barack "NoDrama."
Clinton's campaign. by contrast, had
more leaks than an old faucet. The Clinton camp might as wdl have invited
the New York Times every time a senior
adviser was fired. Often, these snippers of info took rhe form of a Hillary
aid criticizing Bill for being reckless and
uncontrollable.
Why should we expecc Clinton's gig
as Secrecary ofState co be any different?
Foreign officials need to know what they
hear from the State: Depanmem is the:
same as what they would hear from Pres·
idenr Obama himself lhere is no room
for any political messes in foreign policy.
Hillary and Bill are usually viewed as
one political entity- and not without
reason. So by default, che world will view
anything that Bill says as what Hillary
believes. IfBill says anything controversial ar one: of his many speaking engagements, it will undermine che country in •
the same way as if the secretary herself
had said it.

J<Jau.i Suiu ~

EDITORIAL POUCY
The editorial Is the majority opinion
of Th« DEN edltarial board. Reach the
opinions editor at:

DB11111n1ouer• -

LITTERS TO THE EDITOR
Lcrrers co the edicor can be
submirred at any time on any ropic to
chc Opinions Editor co be published in

7he Daily Eastern NeU's.
7he DENs policy is co run all leners
char are not libelous or pocemially
harmful. They must be less chan 250
words. Lcrrers co the editor can be
brought in with identification co 7he
DENac 1811 Buzzard Hall. Letters
may also be submitted decuonically
from the author's EIU e-mail address to
DENopinions@gmail.com.

DYLAN POLK

One for
the shut-ins
Stuck between a rock and a santa place.

STAFF EDITORIAL

•

End this now, don't change
The foreign language requirement has gone
back and forth becwc:c:n the ad-hoc committee,
Faculty Senate, Student Senate and che Council
on Academic Affairs. CM is voting coday on the
foreign language requirements.
This discussion muse end now. The foreign language requirement for students co graduate: should
be kept ac the minimum. lfit is changed, Eastern students would have to spend more time and
money on classes they don't necessarily need.
The ad hoc committee decided against changing che requirements, fearing increased graduation
requirements would hurt enrollment.
The requirement should stay just as ic is and
noc increase or become che discrerion of each
department. The processes being considered
makes enrollment and dass scheduling more complicated than needed.
Increasing foreign language hours would compromise other potelllial classes students may need
to cake for accompanying graduation requirements and put scudenrs in a bind to keep total
hours at or close co 120.
In November, the CMs foreign language ad
hoc committee issued a report c.a1ling on ('..AA co
rescind its earlier decision, which would raise the
required number of foreign language semesters
from cwo co three.
"We did not wane co escablish a precedent chac
we, as a matter of procedure, would second-guess
ourselves on matters of policy chat had been voted
on," said Les Hydcr, chair of the ad hoc commiccee, abouc how the decision was reached.
Hyder said che commirree decided co reconsider the policy, since both Provost Blair Lord and
President Bill Perry had expressed concerns abour

OUR VIEW

,
1

•Situation: Eastern requires students to take
two semesters of a foreign language or have
completed two years of one in high school.
• Stance: The Council on Academic Affairs
should vote to keep the requirement as it is and
not increase or otherwise alter the requirement.

chc change.
"We felt chat the provost and che presidcnr
raised some valid concerns," Hyder said. "We
appreciated the spiric in which chey responded."
Hyder said-the committee first debated reconsidering a policy chat CAA had already approved.
"Our guc feeling ... unanimously... was thar
it's going to have an adverse dfca on enrollment,"
Hyder said. "We cannot afford to have fewer srudcncs ..• noc in this economic di mace and rhis
(level of) .state support."
Senate member Andrew White said many of
his students opposed the change, especially transfer srudencs who said the change might have
stopped cheir move co Eascern.
Hyder said che committee also wanes CAA co
encourage departments co S<'.t their own foreign
language requirements co meet students' needs.
"This i~ not something that has co cake cwo
years," Hyder said. "If departments don't know
what the needs of their srudents are, rhen ic's
about time they start looking at chac."
Studencs should not have to spend extra money and time on courses chac they already cook
in high school. Also, changing the requirements
could detract prospective students, including
transfer students. Therefore, each department
should nor sec their own requirements.

Keep campus weapons ban
Having armed studcncs on campus would not
be a good idea. Most of us already get in enough
trouble for shooting offour mouths or driving
cwo-con automobiles into other cars, buildings or
pedestrians.
According to MSNBC.com, at least 11 colleges and wiiversities already allow students to carry
weapons, which is banned in 30 states. Illinois is
one of those states, and a stare chat prohibits concealed weapons anywhere in rhc general public.
But national movcmencs are spawning from student organizations on campuses across the country
c.a11ed Students for Concealed Carry on Campus.
"In Utah, all nine universities allow concealed
carry on campus," said Eric Stein, president of the
Kansas University SCCC group. "Colorado Seate
and a community college in Virginia allow concealed carry. There are a combined 60 semescers
on chose campuses without an i'\crcasc in gun violence or negligent shootings."
While campus shootings such as the Virginia Tech and Northern Illinois University tragedies
are rhe main line of reasoning for having weapons,
violence should nor be solved with more violence.
"Banning is a real extreme thing, it is an easy
way ouc. It is 'feel good' type ofsolution that
doesn't address what real problems are. Banning
guns is a lazy way to do it," said Man CbccUtts, a

OUR VIEW
• Sltwltlon: All but 11 U.S. colleges and universities have concealed weapons bans.
• Stance: Eastern needs to uphold its weapons
ban and focus on keeping harmful students out.

student senator ar the University of Utah, co The
Associated Press in 1999 when his university was
supporting a proposed ban on concealed weapons.
Simply put, wc are students enrolled in an institution for higher education. We're paying co be
here to learn and the university guarantees our
safety. That's why wc have an outrageously long
student conduct code. Each campus has judicial
boards and campus police for a reason; so let's let
them do chcir jobs.
What happened at Virginia Tech and Northern were inconceivable disasters chat would have
resulted badly whether or not other students had
guns. ThoSt' cypc:s of catasrrophes don't happen
every day, and no marrer how many people have
guns, unneeded death will occur in any similar
future events.
We have enough co think about as students, so
lee's just allow the office of Judicial Affairs co weed
out harmful students and go about our college
days wearing pajama panes and short shorts that
don't gtt weighed down by heavy metal

Wow, these last chree months have
Rown by.
le seems like just yesterday, I'd loaded
my truck down and made the cwo-hour
drive from Springfield co senle back into
Charleston.
1
A few columns lacer, here I sit in my
living room, safe from the miserable
December rain oulside.
My sinuses are congested and my head
feels like a balloon.
Even though I feel absolucdy miserable, I can't help buc think of the amazing
events I've experienced rhis semester.
I personally feel like I've gro~n so
much since my freshman year, and even
more so in my writing. Since then, I've
faced numerous challenges I gradually overcame with a new appreciation for
what each obstacle had raughc me.
'Jhe night scaffhas alw;1ys taken advancage of rhe TV co kt"ep on issues that
would appear in the next day's issue.
When Kansas cook on Memphis in the
NCAA men's ba.,kctball finals, for example, the spores desk was glued co the 1V
ready co place the subsequenr scory on the
Jayhawks' miracle overtime win.
Such could be said on Lhat warm
November night when practically the
entire staff of the paper turned ro CNN
waiting for the results of chc presidential
election.
I remember sining in 7'1e DEN newsroom designing sports and, every now
and then, turning back to the TV co
watch history unfold.
When the results were finally
;mnounced, I immediately thought ro
myself, "I am going to remember this for
rhe rest of my life."
Barack Obama's election served as
the ultimate reminder char anyone can
live down the biggest mistakes of one's
past. Slavery was abolished in America only 140 years ago. Equal rights were
realized in 1964. It's amazing how-relatively quickly a nation's mindset can
change sides. Through Obama's election,
I learned even 1 can turn a bad decision
inro a valuable lesson.
This semester has been near-perfect for
me. I've experienced so much in the past
fc:w months. I've seen history unfold, I've
grown in my field of practice, and co cap
off the semester, my sister will be gening
married right as the semester ends.
How awesome is thac?
It's not like I'm leaving my experienc·
es behind once finals arc over, however. Though I know some of my friends
won't be around in spring. I'm assured
I can rake my experiences with me and
through them, create new ones I can treat
che same way.
I know there are some srudencs who
behave like shut-ins, never leaving the
confines of their rooms and experiencing
chis cown for what ir really is. In this, my
lase column of the semesrer, I leave you
chis last bit of advice: Go our and get ro
know Eastern - and to a grcacer extent,
Charlescon - for what it really is. Kttp an
objective mind, and even if ic doesn't go
well, take those experiences with you and
learn from chem.
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N
lCille, who teaches at the Colof Wooster in Ohio, said
a made no menrion of the
on his campaign Web site;
r, through statements durthe campaign, Obama said the
States should rededicate
Ives in restoring UN rclaKille showed students a 2008
idenrial Questionnaire by the
itcd Nations Association of the
tcd States.
Obama answered the qucstionand said the United States
play a leading role with the
•obama did generally prosupportive comments about
UN when campaigning,'l,,J<ille
He said Obama's campaign sloof change hinted at multilatand international support.
Kille even saw an interest in
rcigners when traveling the
rid during the campaigns.
•people around the world had
vested interest in the American
tion," he said.
He said the Obama Adminisb'ation could work with the UN
n a bevy of issues such as global
poverty, nuclear proliferation and
obal warming.
Kille said the United States
.could be more involved with the
's Human Rights Council
when Obama takes power.
When Bush appointed John
Bolton as U.S. ambassador to the
UN, Kille said the move reflected
Bush's mentality toward the UN.
Bolton served as ambassador
from 2005 to 2006.
Kille said, as ambassador,
Bolton was abrasive and staunchly
defended Bush's unilateral stance.
When
Obama
announced
Sus~Rice would be his U.S.
ambassador to the UN, the UN

» Library
FROM PAGE 1
Nadler told them to put the surYe'f in the events e-mail that comes
out once a wa:k.
Kromphardc will present the resolution to distribute the already crcarcd library hours survey through cimil once all scats arc filled in the
t Senate next semester.
Kromphardt said he would be
1nrercstcd in oontinuing the library
hours research if he got a Studcm Senate scat after elections and
maincd the chair of the Academic
M&irs Committee.

KAROLINA STRACK I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
After finding floor seats, students get settled in and listen to a lecture on "The Role of the United Nations During the Obama Presidency• presented
by Professor Kent Kille from the College of Wooster at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the Lumpkin Auditorium •

greeted the appointment favorably,
Kille said.
"It's seen as a strong, positive
message to the UN," he said.
Although Rice has to be
approved by the U.S. Senate, Kille
said Rice would have a cabinet rank
in the Obama Administration.
He said she would report directly to Obama.
Rice was a top foreign adviser on Obama's campaign and was
the Assistant Secretary of State for

"l hope (if l am not the Chair
again) that the person who is continues this research," Kromphardt said.
Michelle Murphy, a member of
the Academic Affairs Committee,
said she has gone through peer institutions such as Western Ulinois University; University of Nevada, Las
Vegas; and the University ofW1SCOnsin Oshkosh and compared library
hours.
Michelle Adcniyi, a member of
the oommincc, has also been oompiling information into a sprcadshcct.
"It is for anyone who wants to
pursue this issue in the fururc;
Kromphardt said. "We never know
what is going to happen and wc need

ursday@

U\:iarty's
~ & Fries $1.99

African Affairs under President Bill
Clinton.
Kille said the United Nations
Association of the United States
viewed the appointment as a positive step to improved relauons
between the United States and the
UN.
Kille said current UN Secretary
General Ban Ki Moon secretly
hoped Obama would win the dee·
tion, according to off the record
reports from UN officials. The

uThe first thing we are
here for Is academics.
If students really need
more hours and we can
get It done, we should.•
-LevlBulgar,
student body president
to make sure all the proper steps arc

taken."
If there is positive input from the
students for extending library hours,

UN secretary general is the chief
administrative officer of the UN.
Moon wants to work with the
United States about environmen·
tal issues after Obama is inaugurated, Kille said.
He said Moon would face reelection for the secretary general position when Obama faces reelection in 2012.
Moon has to be careful to build
relations with the United States,
a global leader, during Obama's

presidency for job security reasons, Kille said.
Kille said, ultimately, only time
would tell if Obama makes the
UN a key priority on his agenda as
president. He said the UN is optimistic.
"There's overwhelming support
and hope," Kille said.

then the Academic Affairs Committee would take it to President Bill
Perry or Nadler and they would take
it from there.
"There is only so much wc
can do through Student Senate,"
Kromphardt said. "We arc hoping
that if there is a strong enough case,
then we can present it to President
Perry."
If the resolution is brought forward and passes. and the survey
is distributed, the committee will
go forward with what the students
wanL
"Whatever the results of the survey come back, we will stick with
them," said Bradley Saribckian, a

member of the committee.. "It is
obviously not worth it (to extend
library hours) if that is not what the
student body wants."
Student Body President Levi Bulgar thinks that, just like any other major institution, Eastern understands that a common ground
bctwccn what the students want and
what the institution can afford needs
to be made.
"The first thing wc arc here for is
academics," Bulgar said. "If students
really need more hours and we can
get it done, wc should:

Stephen D1 Benederro can be
reached or 581 7942 or or sd1beneder
to@e1uedu.

Heather Holm can be reached or 5817942 or haholm@e1u.edu.

Panther Pantry
we naw have doughnuts 4 days a week!
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NATION I FINANCIAL AID

Dept. of Education wants to simplify financial aid
Reducing the number
of questions among changes
By EMILY ZULZ
Administration Editor
The current application for federal student

aid is six pages long. with more than l 00 questions.
The U.S. Department of Education bas
proposed legislation char would reduce that co
cwo pages and 27 questions.
Sara Martinez Tucker, rhe U.S. under secretaty of education, introduced che department's
plans co Congress in che middle of November.
"'The desire to simplify chat process would
be very, very helpful," President Bill Perry said.
Perry said che process of filling our che
forms for financial aid and understanding all
chc different kinds of financial aid available is
a complex arena.
Jone Zieren, director of the Office of Financial Aid, said the more than 100 questions on
chc Free Application for Federal Student Aid
cakes about one hour to complete.

Alchough, Zieren said if parents or students
complete che online worksheet using their federal tax returns, the process is not complic.ated.
The Free Applicarion for Federal Srudent
Aid (FAFSA) collects the necessary data co
determine a student's eligibility for parcicipatlon in federal student assistance programs
such as the Federal Pell Grant Program, Fcdera! Direct Loan Program, and Federal Work
Scudy and che Federal Perkins Loan, she said.
Some changes have already been made to
che form for che 2009-10 year.
Zieren said chese changes would affect any
student who applies for federal financial aid in
the 09-10 school year.
"They have added five additional dependency questions which should reduce the number
of dependency overrides our office performs
each year based on special circumstances," Ziercn said. "Proof will be requested and verified
by our office."
These changes also include an increase of
the maxiinum family income co qualify for an
automatic zero contribution from $20,000 co
• $30,000, she said.

'"There are more exclusions for untaxed
income which will reduce the family contribution or ability co pay for lower income families," Zieren said.
Untaxed income that will be excluded in
che new form, Zieren said, include earned
income credit, child tax credit, welfare payments, unraxed Social Security benefits, Workforce Investment Ace educational benefits,
benefits from flexible spending arrangemenr.s,
foreign income exclusion or credit for federal
tax on special fuels.
The recent proposal for a simplified financial aid process suggescs a change where che
government would determine che amount
of federal aid an individual scudent would
receive.
In chis process, che government would calculate che maximum amount of federal grant
and subsidiz.ed loan funds chat che neediest
student could receive and would recommend
chat to be che amount of the average cost of
attendance at cwo-year public colleges.
Then che government would calculate the
amount an individual student would be qualified for based on their adjusted gross income

and tax exemptions.
'lhe amount of aid co che srudenr would
then be based on the adjusted gross income as
compared to poverty income levels.
Under the proposal, che amounc of needbased grant, loan and work-scudy aid che srudent warranted would be based on how their
adjusted gross income compared co che U.S.
Deparrmenc of Healch and Human Services'
poverty income levels.
"Anything that will help with che case of
che application process is beneficial co che student," Zieren said.
Perry said uncil the cxacc details in che plan
of simplification is known, it is hard co say
what che impact would be on our srudcncs.
"As with any kind of change in a system,
chat on the face of it could look good by siinplifying, there are details chat have co be analyied, fleshed out so chat we can know what
che impact would be on our studencs," Perry
said. "'We want ic co be an advancage for our
srudencs."
Emily Zulz can be reached ac 581-7942 or or
eazulz@etu edu

LOCAL I COMMUNITY SERVICE

Students help spread holiday spirit with campus toy drive
Student Community Service,
Greeks working with Catholic
Charities to collect presents
By KARA KIRKPATRICK
Staff Reporter
Srudenr Community Service is partnering with One Campus. One Community,
co bring the Christmas spirit to everyone in
wich a campus toy drive to benefit local
children and families.
The toys will be given co "Christmas For

ncro

Kids," a local roy drive in Mattoon that provides new toys for children and families in need.
"Chrisanas For Kids" is organized by Catholic Charities with che goal of spreading
Chrisanas spirit in any way possible.
The campus coy drive scarred on Nov. 20
and runs through Friday.
Rachel Fisher, imerim director of Studenr Community Service said rhe toys chat
are donated will go co local children in the
Charleston and Mattoon area.
"These kids would otherwise not receive
coys during chis season, and this is a great
way co ensure that che holiday spirit comes ro

everyone,'' Fisher said.
Ocher groups on campus, such as sororities and fraternities, have had boxes set up in
their houses for che pasr couple weeks asking
their members to donate toys as well.
Michelle Bosco, president of Delta Zeta,
said she was more than willing co participate
in che coy drive.
"I made an announcement to all the girls
about it and suggested chat chey try and
donate someching co the cause before it's
over," she said. "After a week, we had more
than 10 toys in our box and I was really
proud of chat."

Student Community Service is accepting
all new coys for children from infant co 13
years old, with rhe greatest need for ages 11
(0 13.
Student Community Service is located on
the third floor of che Marcin Luther King Jr.
University Union in the Student Life Office,
which is where all the donations are ultimarely being dropped off.
Donations are accepred from 8 a.m. co
4:30 p.m. daily.
Kara Kirkpamck can be reached at 581-7942 or
at DENnewsdesk@gmmlcom.
·
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STATE I TRANSPORTATION

Amtrak drops opposition to sale of railway line to Canadian company
The Associated Press
CHICAGO - Amtrak has dropped its
opposirion co the hotly debated sale of a suburban Chicago railway line even as a dispute
emerges over a crack through Illinois' capital,
where another company also hopes to improve
che flow ofics freight-train uaffic.
Amrrak said Wednesday it reached an

agreemenc with Canadian National Railway,
which wants to buy che Elgin, Joliet & E.ascem Railway line chat swings around Chicago.
The passenger service had worried CN
would abandon or stop maintaining other
Chicago-area tracks if it went through with
che $300 million sale, which would jl.'Opardiz.mg Amtrak's own service between Chicago's
Union Scacion and Cham ai n, Carbondale

and ocher cities.
Bur under cbe agreement, Monrreal-based
CN will maincain che Sc. Charles Air Linc
tracks even if federal officials approve irs purchase and ic switches trains co che Ej&E.
However, ending opposition co the EJ&E
sale ~hould not be construed as active support,
.said Amtrak spokesman Marc Magliari.
"Our sition is now neurral com ared co

opposition,'' he said.
CN's bid co purchase che nearly 200-mile
EJ&E has created a firestorm, with many
communities along che line saying a sharp rise
in the number of freight trains would pose
safety hazards and severely disrupt residents'
lives.
Ocher communities m or near Chicago
would sec a rcduetion in trains and back CN.
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Panel
Challenges
Offensive
Slurs
By Spenser Nobles
News Editor
EIU Pride along with
other Recognized Student
Organization (RSO) sponsored
a panel d iscussion on
reclaiming slurs in which they
spoke about ethnic, sexuality
and gender-based slurs "without
asterisks."
The nine panelists and
attendees of the event discussed
controversial issues that come
along with terms such as 'gay,'
Charles Kyle/Managing Editor
'retarded,· among others.
Phillip Thompson Alumni Service faculty member and STRONG coordinator hopes new program will
Terri Fredrick, an English
be successful.
professor and E I U Pride
advisor, was the moderator
of the event. The discussed
words after her question were
apparent.
By Sheree Patterson
•
"When I hear the word
who know what the real world is
by Thompson to black alumni at
Editor in Cheif
'nigger,' it's time to fight,"
like and they can encourage them to
noon Sunday Nov. 2 in University
said African American Studies
Ballroom in the Martin Luther King, Jr complete their masters, Thompson,
Of the 300 black men who attend
professor Yolanda Williams.
said.
University Union.
Eastern 67 are of them are grad
"Even though this is an
Mona Davenport director of
"We want to get students to stay
students, said P.J. Thompson assistant
intellectual discussion it still
director of alumni service.
Minority Affairs said the program "will here for a year, year and a half and
leave Eastern with two degrees instead stings," Williams said. and you
In an effort to increase the number
be facilitated by the African American
should cringe when you hear
of one because a bachelors isn't
of black males who earn bachelors and faculty, staff and the community to
it."
enough anymore," said Thompson.
assist with leadership development,
masters from Eastern, the office of
Others shared similar
Nick Sanders, admissions
the transition to Charleston and a
Minority Affairs and Alumni Service
dislikes to bitch, cunt. fag and
counselor and who will be a mentor
predominantly White Institution,
introduced a new program that will
queer and their experiences that
start spring semester.
in this program said he wanted to get
preparing for the professional world,
helped shape their opinions.
and much more"
involved as a way to give back to the
Successful Teaching Relative to
with the audience.
The program will give students the
Overcoming Negative Generalities
community.
"I struggle with embracing
opportunity to connect with alums
(STRONG) program was presented
See black males page 4
it and I'm not sure if I want to,"
said Dan Koteski. president of
EIU Pride.
Also discussed among the
panelist were questions about
the notion that slurs can remain
Whites accounted for 31 percent of
By Jamar Herrod
within a certain community in
these
diagnoses.
Staff Writer
an attempt to reclaim them and
Paige Roberts, director of the
According to the Centers for
what some view as excuses
Wesley Foundation Campus Ministry
Disease Control. around the world 33
to use the terms. Mason
gave her input on the event.
million people are living with HIV with
Abernathy. member of EIU
"The purpose of the event was to
nearly 7,500 new infections occurring
Pride, stated that the youthful
create awareness, and remind people
each day
generation of today does not
about the AIDS epidemic." Roberts
The Red Show, a fashion show
see the same actions that used
says the idea came up during a
dedicated to World AIDS Day was held ~ting. ''We talked about fundraising
to be associated with those
for malaria and then the idea came up
in the Grand Ballroom on .December
terms.
I, 2008. Among the organizations
Williams, who responded
for World AIDS Day."
involved with the presentation were:
said "It's still going on," and
Damise Adams, a sophomore
New Student Programs. Wesley
added while the actions are not
Accounting major. expressed her
Foundation Campus Ministry, EIU
as frequent as they once were,
thoughts on the event.
they still happen.
Pride, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
"I learned that AIDS is everywhere
Inc, Eastern Reads, Health Education
Women's studies coordinator
and it is not in one continent."
Resource Center (HERC).
Jeannie Ludlow reasoned that
Later. Adams mentioned some of
the use of slurs among groups
Stacy Council. a member of Delta
the myths about AIDS. One myth is
Sigma Theta Sorority Inc, discussed
of friends does not stop racism
that you can contract it by drinking
and that it is not possible to
how the event came about.
from the same cup or using the same
"The purpose of this event was
stop people from using the
utensils as someone who has it or by
to infonn people about HIVI AIDS.
slurs in ways that are meant to
kissing.
how you get and prevent it." Council
degrade others.
In addition, her sister Lucy Adams.
also stated that this was the first-time
Toward the end of the event,
a freshmen Busines.-. major also shared
The Red Show was held on Eastern 's
members of the audience,
her insight about the show.
campus.
including Communication
" I learned that AIDS is sweeping
According to the 2000 census,
Studies professor David Butts
across the nation and it affects
blacks. although only making up
everybody."
and several students. chipped
13 percent of the US population,
She also gave her ideas about myths
Alycia Rockey/Daily Eastern News in by asking questions and
accounted for49 percent of the 37,331
associated with AIDS.
Freshman physical therapy major Brittany Richardson walks commenting on the issues at
new HIV/AIDS diagnoses in the
"One of the myths about AIDS is
hand.
down the stage during the "Red Show,'' which promoted
US in the 33 states with long-term
that you can catch if from touching
AIDS awareness Monday evening in the Grand Ballroom
See 'words sting' page 4
,
dential 11ame-~ HJY.11=PQrting. so,meone ar.~at it is airborne."

Minority Affaln, Alumnl Service lnb'oduce STRONG

AIDS awareness; showing Red to save lives
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Commentary

Happy Holidays From the
Staff of Minority Today!!!

Show PRIDE in Eastern
by supporting PRIDE
Staff Editorial
EIU PRIDE has sponsored or cosponsored seven events in the month and
a half, yet the masses are unaware of this
fact.
As far as programs are concerned
they are having just as many programs
as other minority Registered Student
Organizations (RSO).
If one were to tally the events that
have been sponsored or co-sponsored
by PRIDE at the end of this semester
they would be on even par with many
of our minority organizations here on
campus and out pacing others. Yet,
PRIDE events are rarely covered, with
that blame falling on us, but more
importantly the events are not supported
by the student body either.
Most students are familiar with
PRIDE whether it be for their annual
drag show they put on or their annual
day of silence, or even because one might
have friends who are apart of PRIDE.
The point is the student body knows
who PRIDE is but still doesn't support

their events. They too are students and
are a part of the minority community,
and have faced injustice as well. Even
if one feels like their events aren't
relevant to them they should still attend
them just to broaden their horizon on
the subjects and issues that they many
considered foreign.
If nothing is taken from the events,
one will leave more informed than
before. Society, our generation most
importantly, must overcome this fear
of the unknown that some suffer from.
We say fear because although we know
there are individuals who suffer from
homophobia, we do not feel as if the
masses are not "homophobes", but more
or less just misinformed, and or scared
of what they don't know in the unknown
parts of our diverse world.
Our plea to you, the student body, is
to please go out to PRIDE events because
they too are students, and just like all
the other RSO's (minority or not) they
should be supported.

Reflections of A lost holiday
By Stephen Tyler
Imagine this: I'm walking with one of my fellow
comrades to Wal-Mart in order to purchase several
goods.
As \\e approach the entrance we see a man in
a red suit \\ith boots, a bell and an a\\csomc yet
artificial beard. Sound familiar? I thought to myself
how amusing, but wait it's only November 121h why
such an early marketing of Christmas?
For anyone who observes the U.S. market then
this obvious truth is all too prevalent. Christmas
is marketed in such a manner that it do\\nplays
the significance of Thanksgiving. I have actually
witnessed in specific stores that mark doY.n the
count ofChristmas from July! I understand that
"it's the most wonderful time of the year", but does
that mean that it should stampede over the rest of
the holidays.
The focus on Christmas over Thanksgiving
plays on a more receiving rather then giving
culture.
Although others do usually exchange gifts
on Christmas the prosperity is over emphasized
rather than appreciation for that prosperity as
Thanksgiving entails.
While there is no mystery that this is done
purposely seeing how Christmas is the most
profitable time of the years for companies, it should
at least be accommodated by proportionate number
of Thanksgiving commercials.
People are losing sight of the important aspects
that Thanksgiving it's not just about giving thanks
to present blessing, but to blessings past present
and future.
Without the past blessings then it would be
impossible for one to enjoy the present, future
blessings too.
As I observe the majority of my peers, they

"A time for us to change"
By Jamar Herrod
For the African-American community, we are humbled and
proud that President-elect Barack Obama is our 441h President.
As we watch his presidency unfold. we also have a responsibility
to increase our standards as black people. For instance, we can
not allow ourselves to believe that Obama 's duties as an AfricanAmerican president will ensure us a pass that everyone can do
whatever they want. All the laws of the land are still intact and
it will be an embarrassment for anyone to become misguided
in our behavior because of the victory of one man. On Nov. 4,
2008 was a historical moment for American history. however.
there are issues within the black community that we need to
resolve. For example, black women must reclaim their thrones as
Nubian queens. After being a breeder for the white slave owner,
raped, severely beaten, and oftentimes not receiving enough
acknowledgement in black history, black women arc now being
exploited as "video vixens'' and degrade themselves for a few
minutes of fame on t~levision.
To my black brothers, we have to gain our standards as
educated and strong. Life is not always about money and trying
to get a hustle. Everything is not always about buying the latest
gear and never saving any money, and then blaming employers
for not giving us enough in wages. We can not be limited to
the means of playing the victim when we have a black man in
power. We must be among the ones who are responsible for our
children. attain college degrees, and become leading examples
for the black people. Obama's win should enhance our ability to
come together, not detour it. For those of who are in school, the
uplifting starts with you. It is imperative that we start changing
things within our own realm. No one is expecting everyone to
make a difference overnight. it is difficult to make modifications
right away. However, by just receiving your college degree,
being a responsible citizen, giving back to the community,
upholding our women to the highest respect, and persisting with
our goals even when struggle comes, is the starting point for
change.
Reflect for a moment back in the 1960s, when many blacks
came together marching for their rights. No one was thinking
about Jordans. shiny rims, and fancy cars. Our people were told
they could not enter the restaurants, hotels, schools, railroad cars
as whites because of the color of our skin. We are privileged
to have the right to eat at a diner, book a room in a hotel. sit in
classrooms, and ride on trains without racial discrimination.
Don't let the sweat, blood, and tears of our ancestors for civil
rights to be lost in vain. We must respect those who came before
us and listen. Our generation has never expcricnced1'lows to
the head by police officers, water canons that break bones, or
attack dogs that rip off your clothes. Wake up! Watching our
comrnunit) crumble is not going to resolve anything and neither
is being the victim. Allow Obama to become the best President
he can, and let us become the examples that "'ill build our
communit) to a better place where \\e are proud of who we are
and remember"' here we came from .
Jamar Herrod can be reached atjdherrod@ciu.edu

Minority Today
Staff
Editor-in-Chief: Sheree Patterson
mostly speak of what they don't have. It's always I
need this, and I'm tired ofnot having that. Coming
from where I'm from, Harvey, Illinois the life I
live is a luxury, and I don't even have a computer!
I encourage those who read this to take the time to
really appreciate where you are, and what blessings
you truly having going for you.
When working with my father, I traveled to
some of the most repugnant areas around Chicago.
Within these cities were people who would have
genuine smiles if granted the simple things that we
have.
Food, clothing, and shelter are perhaps the most
underrated privileges that many have, but fail to
acknowledge as bona fide blessings.
It is impossible to have a Merry Christmas
without giving thanks to those that made it possible
for everyone to sing carols and go shopping.
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Ms. Black EIU in a Golden light, making mom proud
By Sheree Patterson
Editor in Cheif
Homecoming queen 2008, Ms. Black 2008,
Chaundra Golden has worn a few crowns but her
admiration and aspirations don't lie in titles or
Hollywood.
Golden decided to attend a university away
from home to experience something new.
"People always ask why I didn't attend lliinois
State University," Golden said. "I wanted a
change I wanted to attend a smaller school as well
as get away from home but not too far."
Golden said her most memorable moment
growing up was graduating from high school
because of what it exemplified.
"I was out on my own, Golden said, "it opened
the door for my chance to experience the world
and grow."
Chaundra Golden said she tells people
college is a place where people learn a lot about
themselves and the field they choose to study.
As a freshman family and consumer science
major Golden said she was exposed to the not so
glamorous side of her field that reinforced the
necessity of people to enter the profession.
"It allowed me to see how much work they do
for low pay, if no one wanted to do that we'd be
going nowhere fast," said Golden.

American population but minority students as a
whole."
Chaundra's mother Leotyne Golden said when
she found Chaundra won homecoming queen she
was excited, proud and a little sad.
"We had a time conflict so I couldn't be there,
but I'm a big supporter and believe young people
need support," Leontyne Golden said. "I'm so
proud of her, so I had to get family and friends
to come so she would have support in addition to
students and friends at Eastern."
Home coming court is stereotyped as an
event that's not for minorities and something an
African-American woman wouldn't win, when
Chaundra won it discredited that stereotype and
showed how African-American females need to
be active on campus, because it is possible to win,
said Nicole Watts, senior communication studies
major.
Golden's personality, attitude, and how she
carriers herself is what makes her a queen, said
Chaundra Golden and Preston Williams
Watts.Chuandra is caring, compassionate, about
pose for a picture after being crowned
taking care of business and has strong faith
homecoming queen and prince.
in God said Leontyne Golden, the person who
Chaundra admires most.
"She's hardworking, dedicated, determined
Winning homecoming court and Ms. Black EIU
and always willing to go the extra mile to lend a
were unexpected wins for Golden.
helping hand, and I live my life by the values she
"Both were definite shocks," Golden said
has taught me said," Golden said of her mother.
"It felt good to not only represent the African-

International students feed for annual fundraiser
By Sheree Patterson
Editor in Cheif
Sushi, German pancake, egg rolls, catfish,
brownies, Indian rice, Chinese rice and plantain
were some of the foods available for guests to try
at "Tastes of the World."
Taste of the world is an annual potluck that
was started last year by the Association for
International Students (AIS) it took place Nov.
15 at 4:30 p.m.
Melvin Kelly, 21 of Las Vegas, said it was his
first time tI)ing foods from different cultures,
but said his favorite was the curry and potato
pancake, but couldn't bring himself to try some
of the other things because of their unfamiliar
appearance.
Fallon Kelly, sophomore health studies major
said she enjoyed the Indian and Chinese food

Organiz~tion

and thought it was a nice event to have before
the holidays.
"I think it's a nice gesture to get everyone
together before the holiday and before everyone
goes on break so we get a little insight to what
everyone is going home to," said Kelly.
Olivier David, music grad student and
president of AIS said "Tastes of the World"
was started last year and was something he
wanted to keep a yearly tradition because of as a
fundraiser and "to have a coming together of not
typical Charleston food."
"Cultural awareness is an enhancing
experience of life, you gain so much from
meeting people from different cultures, different
points of ''iew and one is benefit of delicious
dishes, it (being culturally aware) helps the
understanding of human kind in general," said
Da,id.

David described AIS as a social support group.
"We help students who are new to the country
with immediate needs which is really useful in
the beginning of the semester when people don't
know where their classes are," said David.
Raising awareness of international population
on campus, giving international students the
chance to mingle among themselves and meet
people from other countries, are other goals of
the organization, said David.
In the future David said he hopes to work with
all the ethnic organizations on camps and plan a
cultural awareness week.
To join AlS you don't have to be an
international student, which is why it's not called
The Association of International students.
For more information you can email Sue
Songer at sesonger@eiu.edu or Olhier David at
podavid@eiu.edu.

returns after two semesters of inactivity

By Zinika Livingston
Staff Writer
Ogechi Violet Nwordu, is excited.
Nwordu is presiden~ of the African
Student Association (ASA) and it is their
organization first year being active since
2005.

ASA became inactive in 2007 because
ther was no one to fulfill the president
position.
Nwordu, who is part Nigerian was
apart of ASA in 2005-2006 and felt it was
necessary to bring ASA back. She took the

initiative to start it again and ASA now has 15
members.
Nwordu believes the biggest struggle
is to avoid negative stereotypes of Africa
shown in the media.
She wants people to see the other side
of Africa, not the Africa shown on television.
"It's important for the school to know
the truth about Africa and African culture,"
she said.
Steven Nwokwcha, secretary of ASA,
became involved with ASA last year because
of a friend who attended another university.
Nwokwcha joined to make others aware

of different cultures and, "it's great for
networking."
ASA has had one fundraiser this year
called Sweet Africa.
It was a food showcase of different
African foods such as goat meat, jollof rice;
which originated from West Africa, and
plantain.
There will be another Sweet Africa
next year along with a cultural fashion show.
The fashion show is scheduled for Feb. 15 for
Black History Month.
"ASA is not just for Africans, Nwordu
said" It's open for all nationalities."
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Uganda native stays humble in new roles at Eastern
By Spenser Nobles
News Editor
Dr. James Ochwa-Echel's
surroundings have brought him
many different experiences
and accomplishments. Now, at
Eastern, Ochwa-Echel is faced
with the challenge of being the new
coordinator of the African American
Studies program, director of the
Interdisciplinary Center for Global
Diversity and assistant professor of
Secondary Education and Foundations.
Growing up with no electricity in
Uganda, Ochwa-Echel's family and
other residents had to use re-used tin
cans as candles.
He walked 10 mjles every day in
order to attend school. Because of the
many different ethnic groups, many
of which speak different languages,
in the Uganda area, he fluently speaks
several languages, including Swahili
and Lwo, hls local dialect.
Ochwa-Echel has been a resident of
the United States for about 13 years.
After finishing the advanced level of
their school system-which is based
on the British schooling systemOchwa-Echel received a scholarship
which allowed him to study in
Germany, where he received his first
degree in international relations.
He then traveled back to Uganda
where he taught economics for two
years in a secondary school, before
coming to the US and attending
Boston University where he received
his master's degree in international
relations.
After returning to Uganda,
Ochwa-Echel worked with a nongovernmental organization on the

protection of elephants for two years.
Then, traveling back to the US, he
attended Ohio University, obtaining a
master's in international development.
After working with the National
Institute of Health for a year, OchwaEchel returned to Ohio University to
get a doctorate in education, which he
financed by working as an assistant
resident director.
While writing his dissertation,
Ochwa-Echel taught in the African
American Studies department of
Oberlin College for four years.
Then, after graduating in 2005,
he accepted a 2-year position at
Eastern Washmgton. Now at Eastern,
Ochwa-Echel has taken on many
responsibilities and goals within the
roles of his positions.
As African American Studies
coordinator, his j ob consists of
overseeing the functioning of the
program, which includes filling the
faculty teaching positions and trying to
get resources for majors.
English professor Michael Loudon,
who was part of the search committee
that hired Ochwa-Echel, described
Ochwa-Echel as easy-going and
patient.
"He's easy-going, capable of
listening and laid back," Loudon said.
In addition to his current duties,
Ochwa-Echel will have teaching
responsibilities in the fall of 2009
while still holding his current
positions.
"I thillk he has got a lot of work
ahead of him," Loudon said.
Ochwa-Echel still visits Uganda, as
he is the only member of the family
that resides in America. He has started
a school project there and wants to

Sheree Patterson/Editor ill Cheif
Professor Ochwa-Echel is a new faculty member at Eastern
build a school for nursing and has also
salvaged a center for HIV and AIDS
counseling.
"I did a lot of voluntary work
for Habitat for Humaruty so I have

black males continued from page 4

'Words Sting'

Sheree Patterson/Editor in Chief
Yolanda Williams, Justin Barret, and Elizabeth Hood at slurs event.
Butts stated that he did, in fact, have
a problem with the synopsis of the event,
saying that the word "reclaim" was not
appropriate for this event.
"To reclaim suggests that I had
ownership over it at some point," Butts
said stating that most of the slurs were
never owned by the groups that they
victimize.
"There are a lot more words in the
English dictionary," said Black Student

"To reclaim suggests that
I had ownership over it at
some point. "
- Communication Studies professor
David Butts said at the Reclaiming Racial
Slurs event.
Union member Justin Barrett. "I guess
it's time to pull them out."

experience with construction, which
I am now using [in Uganda],"
Ochwa-Echel said."[ feel it's my
responsibility to help people in the
community that I came from."

"They don't work hard, they're
not focused, don't have any
professional parlor, they don't
have good communication skills,
and don't know proper English"
are negative connotations
associated with black men, said
Sanders that STRONG will
counteract.
"If a student exhibits this
behavior a mentor can reach back
and correct them, use proper
English, look a person in the
face when you're talking to them
and dress professionally," said
Sanders.
While this may be a program
new to Eastern 's campus, the lack
of black males in leadership roles
has gained national attention.
"CNN Presents: Black in
America" had a segment that
discussed the complex issues
black males face.
The African American Male
Task Force held meetings that
discuss the lack of leadership and
identity crisis's that black men
face in East St. Louis, Peoria,
Springfield. Rockford, Matteson
and Chicago.

Sanders, who does
presentations in high schools said
he's noticed that women tend to
be more focused.
"Men are more focused in
sports and military, a man can be
considered lame if he's a thinker,
men are tliought to not think and
just take over," Sanders said.
STRONG will have workshops
on "Black in America," HipHop vs. America- a black mans
perspective, the black community,
study skills, dining etiquette
and how to dress for corporate
America.
Faculty and staff will conduct
these workshops said Davenport.
Thompson said the program
is already developed and they
just need to recruit mentors and
students.
Students must be black male
sophomore, junior or senior to be
considered for the program.
If alumni are interested in
becoming a mentor can contact
Alumru Service, and students
who would like to be a part
of STRONG should contact
D'Wayne Jenkins in TRIO.
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WORLD I TERR.OR ATTACK

STATE BRIEFS
The Associated Press •

Lack of demand idles
steel produdion in Illinois
GRANITE CITY - Astate response
team said Wednesday that it would
help thousands of Illinois workers
allected by United States Steel
Corp:s decision to lay off workers
nl temporarily suspend operations
atthree plants, including one in
fnnite City.
U.S. Steel announced earlier this
week that it would temporarily idle
the facilities and lay off 3,500 union
nl nonunion workers in its latest
bid to cut production amid falling
demand for steel products.
'We believe that our difficult
decision to temporarily consolidate
our production is a necessary
"5p0nse to current market
conditions," John Surma, U.S. Steel's
chairman and chief executive, said In
astatement.
The company's action would idle
about 2,250 steel workers at the
Granite City Works, located about 10
miles from St. Louis.
About 1,250 workers would be
alfected at the iron ore mining and
pelletizing plant in Keewatin, Minn.,
m the Great Lakes Works near
Detroit.

Mumbai gunman offered cash
The Associated Press

including 26 foreigners.
India has blamed the banned Pakistan-based extremist group Lashkar-e-Taiba for the carnage. Bue in
an interview on CNN's "Larry King
Uve," Pakistan's president, Asif Ali
Zardari, expressed skepticism chac
che man in custody is a Pakistani citizen.
According co the Indian security officials, Kasab was a day laborer,
like one of his brothers, before joining Lashkar.
He recounted being cold that if
he was "shaheed" - or "marryred"
- his family would receive I 00,000
Pakistani rupees, or about $1,250,
they said.
Kasab said chat he and che nine
gunmen killed during the attack
were hand-picked for che Mumbai rampage after intensive Lashkar
training, the officials said.
He cold police char after landing

MUMBAI, India - The only
gunman caprured during the terror auack on Mumbai says he was
promised thac his impoverished family would gee $1,250 if he died fighting for militant Islam, security officials said Wednesday.
The captive, 21-year-old Ajmal
Amir Kasab, is from Faridkot village
in the Punjab region of Pakistan,
according co the two Indian officials,
who spoke on condition of anonymity because: they were not authorized
to publicly discuss details gleaned
during a week ofimerrogation.
Kasab was arrested hours after the
three-day rampage began che night of
Nov. 26. Photographs of the young
man walking calmly through Mumbai's main train station - assault rifle
in hand - have made him a symbol
of the attacks char killed 171 people,

WORLD I PIRACY

'Cheeky' pirates attack cruise ship
The Associated Press

No plea deal for man
accused of burning 2 sons
WHEATON - Prosecutors won't
crop the death penalty in the case 0
asuburban Chicago man accused of
tiling his two sons by dousing them
with gasoline and setting them on
fire.
Anorthern Illinois judge heard

Wednesday from attorneys that
34-year-old Kaushlk Patel has offere
to plead guilty in exchange for life
in prison.
But DuPage County prosecutors
have turned down the offer.

Chicago Mobsters want
sentencing delay
CHICAGO - Two reputed mob
bosses convicted of taking part in
a murder conspiracy have asked
afederal judge to postpone their
sentencing.
Hitman Frank Calabrese is due for
sentencing Dec. 11 and Marcello
Dec. 17. They were convicted at the
landmark Operation Family Secrets
tnal.
James Marcello says he needs time
to prepare and Calabrese says he
needs more time to talk with his
lawyer because he has been thrown
Into ·a segregation unit commonly
known as 'the hole"' in the
Metropolitan Correctional Center.
Federal spokesman Randall
Samborn had no comment.

by boat in Mumbai, rhe accackers
splic into two-man teams. Kasab and
another gunman, Ismail Khan, cook
a taxi from the wacerfronc co the
Chhacrapati Shivaji Terminus, where
chey killed 54 people before fleeing.
They planced a bomb under the
driver's seat of their caxi chat exploded lacer, apparently so it would diven
police during the arcacks.
Kasab also said the ceam brought
in bombs co be placed oucside
the entrances of rhe two luxury
hotels that were attacked - timed
to explode four hours and 57 minuccs after they were set - and were
intended to kill the police char che
militants believed would surround
the buildings.
Two bombs outside the Taj Mahal
hocel were defused by police. A third
bomb, at the Oberoi hoed, was set
-off by police in a controlled explosion.

the ship, according co ics American of Africa.
At the beginning of the journey,
operator, Oceania Cruises, Inc.
MUSCAT. Oman - Ordered
The captain ordered the passen- the Naucica's captain briefed the pasco get inside and stay down, Ore- gers inside and accelerated rhe cruise sengers on what the vessel could do
gon rourist Clyde Thornburg heard liner quickly, leaving the pirates far to ward off pirates.
Alicia Moorehead said they were
the pirates' rifle shoes hit the side of behind in their 20- to 30-fooc woodrhe luxury cruise liner - "Pop! Pop! en speedboars, powered with cwin cold the Naurica could outrun
Pop!" - chen felc the ship speed up outboard motors.
pirates and was equipped with high"I couldn't see them shooting, pressure water hoses and a device
co escape.
At this pon norch of the pirate- but I heard them hitting the ship, thac blasts painful sound waves ac
infesced Gulf of Aden, passen- 'Pop! Pop! Pop!'" said Thornburg, any bandies.
gers cold The Associated Press on of Bend, Ore. "le wasn't really scary
Such devices can emir sounds up
Wednesday they had been warned because the captain announced for co 150 decibels - well above the norof the danger even before chey the safety of everybody to get inside mal pain threshold of 120 decibels embarked, and the crew used a and get down, and by chat time he focused on targets several hundred
device thac blasted painful high- was pouring on the coals co the ship yards away.
decibel sound waves co keep the and was outrunning chem."
"We had been reassured chat they
Lynne Pincini of Australia said had these ghetto blascers chat could
marauders at bay.
The attack on che nearly 600- she was heading ro a friend's cabin go through them. And we could
fooc-long cruise ship in the dan- when the order came co keep their outrun anything that they had," Pingerous waters between Yemen and heads down and stay inside.
cini said.
"We heard the announcement,
"They had laid ouc the fire hosSomalia was che latest evidence
pirates have grown more brazen, and of course we went srraighc ouc es for a high pressure repellant. They
viewing almost any vessel as a pocen- on the balcony co have a look," she never did fire chem up, but they were
cial target - even a large luxury liner said. "Ir was like a very large speed- ready for them," said Pat Moorewith hundreds of tourists on board.
boat. It was running alongside che head, a native of Long Beach, Calif
and Alicia Moorehcad's husband.
Bue the assault on rhe M/S Nau- boat."
cica lasted only five minutes Sunday,
The passengers were on a momh"I will say the crew was very calm.
The ship with about 650 passen- long cruise from Rome co Singapore, They had prepared for chis. Every
gers and 400 crew members sped a rouce char cook chem through the staff member has an assignment in
away quickly and was not seized.
Gulf of Aden becween Somalia and case of an emergency. and every one
"We didn't chink they would be Yemen, where pirates have hijacked of them did it calmly and quickly,"
cheeky enough ro arrack a cruise dozens of vessels chis year.
he added.
ship," said Wendy Armitage, of WelCargo ships, cruise liners and
Some passengers said che crew
lington, New Zealand, shortly .1ftcr ocher vessels use the route - the only used the long·range acoustic device
disembarking for a daylong port stop access to the Suez Canal shortcut to ward off rhe ;mack, and at lease
between Ease and West - unless they two passengers described hearing
in rhe Omani capical of Muscac.
During the assault, pirates on one are willing co add weeks ro the trip two booms after the pirates fired
of two skiffs fired eighc rifle shots at by traveling around the southern tip chei r rifles.
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The Associated Press

Police: Abused Calif. boy
jumped fence to escape
TRACY, Calif. - After being
held captive for about a year,
an emaciated and shackled
17-year-old boy climbed out
a window in the home of his
captors and walked into a nearby
gym in search of help, police said
Wednesday.
The boy has been released from
a hospital and was in the custody
of Child Protective Services, Tracy
police spokesman Matt Robinson
said.
Caren Ramirez was arrested
Tuesday in Berkeley, a day after
the boy walked into a gym and
begged managers to hide him.
He was covered in soot, had a
chain on his foot and was wearing
only boxer briefs.
Police arrested a couple who
lived near the gym in Tracy and
bookedthem on suspicion of
torture, kidnapping and child
abuse.

Second 22-year
sentence for terrorist
SEATTLE - Rejecting
prosecutors' calls for a life term,
a federal judge on Wednesday
reimposed a 22-year prison
sentence for an al-Qaida-trained
terrorist convicted of plotting to
bomb Los Angeles International
Airport at the turn of the
millenntum.
Ahmed Ressam, whose plot was
thwarted when border agents
in Washington state caught him
with a car packed with explosives,
would be released In 10 years
- at age 5l - with credit for time
served and good behavior.
"He deserves to be locked up
until he dies," said U.S. Attorney
Jeff Sullivan.
U.S. District Judge John C.
Coughenour first sentenced
Ressam to 22 years in 2005,
saying he deserved leniency for
cooperating with investigators
following his 2001 conviction on
terrorism and other charges.

UAW gives conQ!tssions
amidst autom~r woes
DETROIT - Worried'Wbout their
jobs and warned thatile cost
of failure could be a depression,
hundreds of leaders d the
Untted Auto Worke!5ted
overwhelmingly W
sday
to make concessions the
struggling Detroit TI+.
•Everybody has to give a little
bit; said Rich Bennett, an official
for Local 122 in Twinsburg, Ohio.
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SPENCE'S ON
JACKSON ...
CRAZY CHRISTMAS SWEATERS!
GIFT CERTIFICATES.
LOTS
OF COOL STUFF. 345-1469
TUESDAY-SATURDAY lpm-5pm
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1214

}

fer 1ent

'

_ _ _ _ _ _ _12/15
Female roommate for 5 bd. house
$250 2 blks. from EIU campus WI
D, internet hookup 3 Bathrooms
plenty of parking 1f interested call
217-868-5535

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12112

loail ~ mclord. ~ 0

JANUARY '09: 2 Bedroan heme.
WasheriOl)u, trash, and ™11
included. Nopes.~
34S-5037 WWW~

FOR SALE: National franchi~.
Thi' Great American Bagel.
Turnkey operation priced way
below value. Call Professional
Advantage Realtors, 217-2596605, a~ for Bob.
_ _ _ _ 12/15
Totally reilO\-ated 3 or 4 Bedroom,
3 Aath Hou~ near campus for
sale. Set• ,11 \\WW.corrieappraisal.
com/917 Aslrff't.

________

()()

A little b11 of Country in Town!
largebu1lclinglotw/allcityutilities.
See at WW\\ comeappraisal.com/
Douglasstrre.

Sublessor needed!! Large one
bedroom apartment,
Spring
semester, next to campus, no pets.
Call Kristen 847-421-7112
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1215
Sublessor net'dt-d! ! Large 2 bd.
Apl. Priced for one. located 4th
and Polk for Spring 09' call Tim
847-732-4778
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1218
For Spring '09:
roommate
needed in a 4 bedroom house
Brg bedroom w/ bay windows.
About $360/mo for utilill~ and
rent. Call 708-601-6080.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12110
Female roommate needed. Spring
0'1 R1Bht

Oc•hvery person wanted parttnne Apply rn person after 4 PM,
Paglia1's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.

llf'd

tn campu• 1525

3rd St. W/D, $350/month, plus
u111ity. 217-31 J-7029.
---~----12/15

~-~~--~1214
Ca~h

running lowl Perfect part·
time 1ohs! Start 12/8, need to be
able to work through holiday
breaks. shift 4 PM-8:30 PM M-F.
$7.75/hr pl~ excellent bonus.
Apply today, only 15 positions
available. 700 Lincoln Ave.,
Charleston, 639-1135. Next
to Tan Express and Cellular
One. We're the top off<ampus
employer ot EIU students!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1215
Need a babysitter? Experienced
sitter, work nights & weekends,
teaching ma,or. Call Rachel for
details or interview. 309-3385754
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12/10
!Bartending! Make up to $250/
day! No experience necessary,
training provided. 1-800-9656520. ext. 239
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12115
Accepting
application
for
advertising sales reps at the Daily
Eastern News Sales experience.
lnDesign experience. Freshman
or sophomore level. Apply in
Buzzard Hall Rm 1802.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 125

~ ~

roommat!?S

Roommate needed at University
Village. $435 per month. All
utilihes included. Deposit paid
Contact Jamie Duvall at 773-3430541
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12/15
NEED ROOMMATES? UNIQUE
PROPERTIES
IS
LOOKING
FOR ROOMMATES TO Fill
BEDROOMS IN SEVERAL OF
OUR LOCATIONS. All VERY
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, FULLY
FURNISHED, WITH REDUCED
RATES. CALL l217}345-5022
www.umq~ies.net

'

'

for rent
2 BR at 2152 11th St New, m:d:!n\
dose am~ WWW~
am345-9595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1214
5 BR, 3 Balh hoo;e. 2160 11th St. All
new with ~ 1 lfl blod<s
D CM1JUS and ~ yaid. WWW.
~34S-9595

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1214

2 my. 5 bedoa1\ 2 1a blfl. emu
d Hiniul and "" St. $28> per leni!l1
per monh 217-649-65<R Kesler Ocie
AqB!iesUC

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1215
New anln.ditn b '09 school year. 3
BR 3 Balh ci.pe< E1i1S1 d carp.is. 21734S-58.l2 orwww.RCRR81als.am

09'-1'1 3 tmoon hoo;e. 3 blod<s
&mi rarp.g. C".enral air, W/D,
aaached ~ $2~ 10 Mo.
lease348-0394
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12112
l<XATION: ~
J tmoon home diredly
acro!'6 &mi Rec U:ner. Rat irdd5
JXMU, wae, c3lle. D3Tl6. & trash!
$425 per pmal Avail.ille Alp 1,
2009. C.all 549-5296
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12115

Roommate narle:J irrrnediatdy for
~'Cl'}.~ rert, lewblocks fnrn
c.ll1µ.is. 616Sl3-30'>4.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115

5 BR 2 Bath Newly rem:xk!la:I hoo;e.
W/D, NC. Large ltXIlli. ~ localioo.
s 121h5l5004343
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115
t-0/V l.fASING FOR 09-10 SCHOOL
Y£AR! 1, 2, AND 3 BBJROCM
FUUY FURNISHED APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE AT GREAT L<XATONSI
CALL TOOAY TO SEE THfMI
UNIQUE HOMES PROPERTIES, (217)

345-'i022

www.un~

r6

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115
APARTMENT TO RENT FOR SPRING
'091 LOCATED RIGHT NEXT TO
CAMPUS, FULlY FURNISHED, ANO
SPACIOUS FLOOR PlM5. UNQUE
HOMES PROPERllES, !217) 34S-5022
WWW.~

I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115
t-o.N LEASING FOR.09-10SCHOOL
YEAR! UNIQUE PROPERTIES 1
BBJROCM DUPLEXES l<XATED
AT 1304 41H T. A & B. GREAT
LOCATDN. CALL TCXlAY TO SEE
1KMI 1217134S-5022 OR VISIT OUR

~-~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115
2 tmoon ap avaiable b ~
2009. C.as, nsti. Waler irldd $350
each. C.all 345-9422.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12JS

Req2009-2010, 1 and2 tmoon

FaU 2009. 1 blodc fn:m carp.is. 3
~ $250pmm. Pasnepable.
ar!ftel ~ 217-766-618'J. LmYe

3JZ. Che D carp.is. C.as, Rih, Waler

message
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12JS
1 Bedroan"8•teEElilSlci~
caTflleEly ie1 ld*d, avaiable b
09-10 school ~- 217-34S-58.l2 or
www.RCRReltals.a:m
•

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12JS

2 BR N"'f. aaOi5 6om Buzzard'
Douhl ~ wwwei!~a:m
34S-2416

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12JS

1 BR bcuy ap. at 1518 l!it St. WWW••
~ 345-9595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
Req '- Fa1

m.

Apm1ens am

ln8s. NaY CarpJs. Call Com
Re1als 217-343-7872
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12112

Ap.Wnertb nrt 1 tmoon available
Dec. 191h New a.tyle Apmlens, 3
blod<s &an carp.is. 1300 Artfu Ave,
11 WID & dshwasher, trash included.
S49SNO 217-825-3301
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12112

irldd $3~$375. Cal 345-9422.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12115

for 1ent

bled< dfCMlJUSOll 7lh St. 4 tmoon
~ and sub available. Call
217-72~709.

~ nep.iJle 217-246-3003

For lease 09-10. 2 and 4 Bedroan
heme!. earpae~atbliagor

2009-10: 680'25 bati house al 1525
1st St.( 1fl blodc Uom la'tz) c:3I 3453148 a ViSll www.panherpads.can
bckfails.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

217-273-0675
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

________ oo

GREAT

}

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

5 or 6 Ix!. house 4-RENT nat fall 09'
dose Drarp.6. No Pas. 345-6533

181 uleltrl

'

$2~Avalillek'y2009, l.lwe

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12112

Female Sublet. 1 bd. in 3 bd.
house NC WID 280/mo. plus
utilities. Call Amanda (630) 3640092
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/4

for 1enl

unral ilW, wa5tu, dyer, cWiwasher.
Free tra41 and ~ lo.v IJilty bills,

can
Like new, HP computer and desk.
Paid over $600, asking for $420.
508·6344
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12/15

}

C1ale D carp.is. 34 BR houseb rert
2009-2010. Wa5heri0rier, M:.. wlheal
JU11>, ~ carpt. 1().12 nu'llh
$315 perpmoo. 217-549-5402
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
1

bErlooo\

edra

~

the Unit b You! Ro(al
1-tei(tE 1500 s. 2nd 3b'll .5ba
Gler?MXXl 1905 12dl 1,2br Pd w.E1
irlk.lble L}'m-Ro 1201 Artlu 1,2,3D'
wk! in all lllit5. ~bydlirea 1509 s.
2ndorcall 345-0936 lsrozekOaol.a:m
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

We

1;i.amJbirlocnlfurished~

tlwdfesa~bed, ~~

laige apartmErt

We haYe the size and pnre D fit yruneem_ Sq) by 715 Grart Ave, 1101
orcall 34&-1479 ~aol.

?TIC nxI11, and an-pEr ~ wfl
U1111liled ~ CAil. 34!HID1 a

ran

________ oo

EXCRLENT L<XATONS- 1 bedooo1

3 & 4 BtUoooi 2 Balh Apts. with Brand

apartrTH1IS available Augult 2003.

NEW Furnitlre W/Dand~

WWW

inckded! 5350 per per.m. 217-34S6100 www~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

SUM'vlfR.fAll '09: 1, 2, & 4 BR
Af~ runerru; looilia-6. ~~
llc:llrlrl S250-S495MO. Ph. 3437746 \VMV.Oiarlesmll.Aps.am

________ oo

2 BR funished ap, tra<J1 & w.11€f
lll(lu:hl $265hro1. AND 4 BR
To.vnluise;, 2 lfl bath, W/D. Tr.Nl
inckrlrl J.m.5427or 54~l 957

________ oo
w-vrentais.oom 348-fil49
________ oo

WWW.CHUCKTOWNRENTAl.5.
COv\
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

--~-----00
FOR 2009-2010: VERY NICE I,
l, 3, 4, 6 7, AND 8 BR HOUSES

_ _ _ _ _ ___,__00

~

REaNTly R&VODEIID. 5 bErlooo\

EASTERN IWNOIS PROPERTIES
t-o.N
SHOMNG
20092010 2,3,4.5,6,7,8 BEIJR(}Q\.1
APARTMENTS, DUPlfXES, HOUSES.
VIEW PROPERTIS AT WWW.
El'Ra'S.CQ\.1 OR CAil. 217-34S&210.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

t-o.N RENTING FAl.l '09. EARLY
BIRD SPECW.S.
Brilin( ~
TOM'lhou!es,
.34
bldooo5.

waer, Rsf\ anal

•. 234-7368
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

BU Sldert'5, ~haYethepacebyou!
1812 9lh St. dieis 1, 2. 3, 4 BR 3JZ.
11-et are fully bnished and l4:JCialirl
~and trash itlded lat.rdy on
penises, and cbk-odPM! "secuiy
I~ Localy OMBI b 14 yeas.
PkmecalD!duUea~ 343-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

lal1J! 1 bEduan. r...ie blod<s &mi ad
M.li1. W/D. $375mu1h. No pis.
273-1395.

Elidenty, da!e D

Brilmy ~ TOMinise Fall 09-10.
3 peqile. dshwasher, wtl $275rtro.
lndds lla!h. ftrl.n:d raE b ~
09 ~254-0455

3 & 4 Bemxrn. 2 Balh Apts. We
have the BEST b 1.55! WK:> am
~ klcltdOO! $325 per
pel500. 217-345-6100
WWW.
~
________ oo

S45()per person. All IJilities .
345-1400

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

FAU. '00 QUALITY.OJIWEl~a
2 & 3 l:xdt:xm ~
& Dr)« irdded 1-2 l:ikxM

AFFOIDABLEAPARTMENTSda!eD
CMlJUS b~ or girls. Std>, 1, 3, 4
tiemuns. 345-6967.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

(2Jn496-3004
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12115

UniYeMy Village: 4 l:xdt:xm ~

2 or 3 BR. SHORT WALi< TO
CAM'l.JS $250 f'ER.ffR50N. 3 BR.
AWAY FRO\<\ CAM'l.JS. BOlH
WJTH APPl.IANCES, W/D. TRASH.
PHONE 34S-7244, 649-0651
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

________ oo

kl ludy l'OOO\ livil!
and cirq roan. $3951 mcnh. call

3353
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

1, 2. 3, ad 4 llemuns. Trash
included. ~ localim.
217-34S-2363.

________ oo

~

New Ru &mxm ~
f.xlmn:>ly Close k> ~ h:Jr:a
frun txa. FUly Funished S400'
rmrdl. Gramiew Apar1rrlEm. 345-

WWWJW>ARTh'ENTS.CD.1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115

09
and~ 10. 6 ~ 5 qien. 3

________ oo

345-6511

'>~345-6967

2 balh hoo;e. Che D carp.is.
Distrwasher, ~. central air.
345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ <D

WWW,JENSENRENTALS.C°"1

S<>18

w~~air.Cbie

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

________ oo

LOOKING FOR A BARG\INl
BPIDANY RllXJE TONNHOUSES:
J-4 lmooo\ $200 f>P. ~
5*M!. we, trash, ce1Jal c1W. 2347368
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

OLDETONNEAPARTMENTS: 1,2,&,
3 BEDROO'v\.5. UOSETO CMfl.lS.
4 LOCAT10NS TO (}iCX)SE FRCM

AND
TONNHOUSES.
All
EXat.LENT L<XAlX'.>NS
FOR
MORE INfORMA.TlON, CAU. 217493-7559, OR VISIT US AT www.

·- - - - - - - - 0 0
HOUSES: 2. l, 4, 5 bEdtxms.

viSitWWW~kXiayl

Ladies: ~ 5, 6, and 7 BR OOuses,
112 blodc &an ~ 10 M)NTH
l.fASf.S. www.te-jrertals.a:m 34o;.

0673, ~a message

~ ()l}fal

YOlM SEEN THE REST, 1-oN
TRY THE BESTJ~ Cal1JllS IUa!
Apamets dfes 2 and 3 beOoan5
with incivicW 16&5 AND n:xJll'l1ill!
~ CM rert incbles CABlf,
H~SPEID
INTERNET, WATEI,
SEWER, AND TRASH. ~ v.e pJve
you S60-S75 Dvard you- ~
electric biD111 • AND 11-iAT'S llOI'
AW We h.M? a 24-hcu dHo:ae

YOJ CAN'T GET ANYUCNR! Pate
Place Ap.Wnert is ll'fDll b Fal 2009

FAl.l '09: 3, 2 BR HOUSES; 2 BR 2 BA
APTS.1026EDGAA.217-549-3241.
t-b.ae b Rere!!

Cal217-2024456

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

m.e.

Available Decmiier 16th. C-i ~
ld3llbaall4Jle. $365a~ 743
6th St. 345-6127 or 508-6596.

Reqpa:r.~

AVAIABLE
SPRING
DlSCOUNTEDRENT! Nic:l!3
ln&e,CA, WID,bar.~~

~ $3W

~

carp.is.

(217)493-7559

~

Che D OllTp6: 3 beiocm
avai. l<m-09. CA wheal iurp,
D, new C3IJll'l 10.12 mo kme.
mo. 54').5402

~ !Ailties, NC. Male
no sndcirtl. no pis. 34S-3232,

ITD1ll\

only,
days.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

FOR RENT: Qie, T\\O, and 1me
Bedroan Apmlens. Mo blod<s &mi
Clef Mai\ ~at $35()M). 21754<).1~

234-7368

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

QJYS!

GIRLS! GREAT RA15!
Houies dose D OllTp6: 2,3,4,5,6,7
lmt:x.rr6. All ~ ~
cishwashers and wao;herY ~ 345-

Excdlet locaion. 2 tmoon aps. All
~ ~ RaEs. 273-2048 Pe
lfudy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

2 BR 3JZ. b lease. 1530 1st 9.
1041 71hSt. Nopets. 34S-72116.
jwllli<rn5renal.a:m

6967.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

I Bedtxrn Houseaaa;s&an
All Newt ~ b Co..pe! 1921

k>

Ava1lableJan09. Nice2BRap~
i8rig. ~ Lanty Roan 11
carpex. Trash ixf. $250'S425 mo.
1305 llltt S1rel.'l. www.Cltarte;mL

VILLAGRENTAL.52009-201 ORtnals.
1 & 2 BR~ 3 &4 BR~ CAii

9th

WS.7286, www.jwllliao'mo;nft:lllui

~

Olhood apame-1 IOr rm. 1.
tmoon b Fal "00. SpOOal pov;
SSSOpermonh 217-2764500.

________2A>

NoN ~ b fall 2003. 4 tmoon
and 1hmtxmhoss. Within~
cialreD~ Call 34S-2467
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ <D

BRITTANY RIDGE TONNHOUSES

FAl.l '09: 5 Bedroan home at 2003
10'1. ~ . . . . . laY,\ ,li"J:.S~~~
inckdd Nopl$.S3~ .3&4 ~ 2 1fl ~ did.

217 34S-2516b'an~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

IJl4 .,T ..r _.

{X)

For Rm: 5 and6birloon hwsesone

Buzz.m

~

SS'iOfiOO

per

~. WWW.

~b

'09: 3, 4, 5, and6 BR.

can1XJS. lcudy,

~

m

jEn!elrentals.com 345-6100
~-~-----00
lxrltx:rl1 ~ Very dose k>

~ I

~ ~ irrldrl 273-

2048 Pe lfudy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Av.ulitie Jan 1!L 1 BR ap. We
ad trash inclucRI. cl. stree ~

EXCRLENT L<XATION. W
DRYER. DISHWASHER,
THREE VAl'IT£5 INCl.lDD.
1217)493-7559 OR VlSIT

>M\W.MVfJl.HM.'COM
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>>Whitchurch

ogar moves from
ays to Red Sox
Former Eastern baseball player
Bogar was named the Boston
Sox firsc base coach on Friday.
Bogar, who played for Eastern
1984-87, spent the past season
aTampa Bay Rays' assistant.
His primary coaching duties
e him responsible for infield
, bascrunning and advanced
· preparacion. He will continue
coach infield defense for the Red
The Houston Astros drafted
in the 1987 Firsc Year Player
He hit .228 in the majors and
considered a defensive specialinfielder.
Bogar's other coaching stops
ude stints with both the Astros'
the Cleveland Indians' farm
He was named the 2005 South
tic League Manager of the Year
guiding the Astros' Class A
· gton Legends to a league-best
rd.
He followed ~hat up with a 2006
ern League Manager of the Year
for the Indians' Class AA

nthers get rematch in
isiana to start season
Eascern's baseball ream will spend

me majority of che monch of April

·ng at home ac Coaches ScadiThe Panthers have 17 games ac
me in April while playing a sixand a nine-game homestand.
The Panthers' 2009 schedule was
Rkascd on Tuesday.
Eastern stares its season in Hammond. La., for che second straight
year with a three-game series against
Southeasrcrn Louisiana. The Panthers losr their ch rec-game seric..'S
lpinst the Lions lase season by a
mmbined score of 22-9.
Highlighrs of Eascern's nonconfcrence schedule include tourcnts in Evansville, Ind., and

Tanlpa, Fla.
lhe Panthers play Saint Louis, Evansville and Buder in the
Dunn Hospitality Diamond Classic in Evansville before wrapping up
non-conference tournament action
against South Florida, BethuneCookman, Oklahoma, Indiana and
Bradley in the Bulls Baseball Classic
in Tampa.
The Panthers start Ohio Valley
Conference play on March 28 with
a doubleheader againsr Tennc:sscc
Tech at Coaches Stadium. Eastern
won the OVC Tournament last year
and advanced to the NCAA Regional in Lincoln, Neb.

Eastern's softball ream will play in
tournaments in New Mexico, South
Carolina, Georgia and Kansas to
starr its 2009 season.
The Panthers schedule was
released on Tuesday for the 2009
season.
Eastern starrs play in February at
che Troy Cox Classic in Las Cruces,
N.M., wich a 10 a.m. game against
Saine Mary's (California). The Panchers also play New Mexico Stace
(the host school), Texas-El Paso and
Central Michigan.
The Troy Cox Classic is followed
by the Gamecock Invitational on
the campus of South Carolina in
Columbia, S.C., the Owl Classic in
Kennesaw, Ga., and the KU lnvicational hosced by Kansas in Lawrence, Kan.
The Panthers srart OVC play
with a doubleheader against Tennessee State on March 13 at Williams
Field.
Eastern has its longest homestand
in the month of April will 11 games
between April 14 and April 26
including eighc conference games.
-Compiled by Sports Editor Scott
Richey. He can be reached ar 581-7944 or
at srrichey@eiu.edu

for rent

Lincobwod Pinetree ~ h.Y.
apaitnens availableb Janay 2009. Giil 345(fil). &rail ~idiEd.net

--------<00
FAll '09: 2 bedtun 15 badi ~
Ce1ral IV, WID, Dishwasher,
111 closet\.
No Pt!ts. $27S per per.m. 1017 Woodawn.
346-3075
---------<00
FAll '09: 3 bedtun ~ OA. W/D,
Dishwasher, ~ roa1!' No Pt!ts. $350 per
per.m. 1510 BSlreet 346-3075

W,._

rer'Cing b 2009.
W/O, enc:bed deck. VBY nice. $5851
217-276-4509.
n<M'

FROM PAGE 12

The opcnmg-mght victory
against Miami (Ohio) was important, agam for momentum, but
bade-to-back losses to Illinois and
Bradley, two formidable opponents, brought the ceam back down
to earrh after the high they experienced with the win against the
Redllawks.
It's tough co cell early on what
type of Panthers' ream this squad
is. Thus far they have beaten the

"Tonight's game
should provide a good
barometer of where
th• team stands In the

ovc:r
direetion chis team is heading. But
it's more likely that che former,
rachcr than the latter, happens.
Co/Im Whitchurch can be reached ac
581 7944 or ac cfwh1tchurch@e1u.edu.

PEARLS BEFORE SWINE I BY STEPHAN PASTIS

I TMINK PIG'S GU.UP
PUCK IS GffilN&A

mm TIRED OF PIG'S
INSISTENCE ON 'IVll.
DISOBEPl(NCi.

Four tourneys highlight
softball schedule

'•'

apartmel1S

reams they are capable of beating
and played everyone else cloo;e and
competitive.
Tonight's game should provide a
good barometer of where the ream
stands in the OVC.
A blowout victory will bring
confidence that they are che team
to bear and the team chey were predicted to be in the prescason conference poll.
A win in any shape or form will
provide momentum going forward
through the season. A loss will
bring about questions about which

fl

GET FUZZY I BY DARBY CONLEY

ll)eNe\u l~st~!
ACROSS

Fruit variety with
a sweet-spiced
flavor
s Parents
10 Patron saint of
sailors
14 _Arena (Kings'
home)
1

15 Godspe~

Geological range
Uruguay and
Paraguay
1a Yosemite rock
features
19 Money bigwigs,
for short
20 So-called "fox
fires·
n Three-time P.G.A.
Championship
winner
24 Intl. org.
dismantled in
19n
25 Penicillin target
29 Infuriated
u Outdoor cooking
16

11

spot
35

38

out

--------<00

40

FAll '09: 2 bedtun 2 badi apnnerc. W/D,

41

OA. lalge kik:tlen wilh spacious roan and big
dasEls. No Pt!ts. ~$325 per per500. 1520
and 1521 c Slreet 346-3075

--------00
Available Jan 09Debee1 BR~~~

Recording device
Having shipped

42
45

Elan
"In prlnclpio _
Verbum"
Certain lawsuit
Tampa-to-Fort
Myers dir.

Mother
47 Kitchen gadget
brand
49 Who's creator
52 List in an
insurance report,
maybe
56 What the ends of
20-, 35- and
42-Across are,
collectively
60 _
Sailer, threetime 1956 skiing
gold medalist
61 ·see, how she
leans her cheek
upon her hand!"
speaker
62 B.C. neighbor
63 Big area of
philanthropy, with
"the"
64 "Mi chiamano
Mimi" and others
65 Resting place
66 Reassuring words
after an accident
67 Big city
newspaper desk
68 Car radio mode

s Wane
Repute

6

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

~

MOUNTAIN FRMS· 1000 18th St. Charleston, IL 1217) 345-1182 (located

Pillows and Blankets. Other goodies for the season include Anush jams,
es, and fruit baskets. Horseback rides and pictures with Santa are
on weekends 11-am-4-pm. Free cider, popcorn and Reindeer Food. DEBITRCARO-DISCOVER ACCEPTED

No. 1030

,...-..,,,.......,,,.---,,,....-...,,--

11

12

13

14

17
20

POZZU BY CHUCK HAMILTON

Represent by
drawing
e Falls (over)
9 "W8!<e Up Little

1

DOWN
1 Stock holders
2 Night sky feature
3 Get the point?
4 Longtime NBC
Olympics host

micnM'ave Dishwasher, washerlttyer. Trash
pd. $495 mo. 117 W Pole. www.Chwte!.mlL

to Twice as Nice) M-Sun 1O-am-8-pm. Come pick your perfect TREE! Scotch,
Pine, Frasier, and Firs. We also make Holiday centerpieces, custom wreaths,

Edited by Will Shonz

~

32

33

34

36
On every single
occasion
11 Take-home?
12 ·Calls to farmers
37
n Carry-_
39
21 Modem show
shower
43
22 Cert&in ballroom
event
44
26 European capital
21 Cabinet dept.
28 Penne topper
30 S&L offerings
31 November 4, e.g. 48

10

A sergeant might so "Hit the roadr
ask soldiers to
pick it up
51 Stock holder
Espa00la, for one
53 · 1mean it!"
Lambastes
Johnny with the
54 Socratic
1958 hit "Willie
student
and the Hand
Jive"
5s Desolate
Codger
Record follower, 56 R.A.'s place
at times
"Leaving Las
57 Rule out
Vegas· actress
_Point
se Parent
Lighthouse,
Massachusetts
59 Blah
landmark since
1838
60 James Clavell's
_-Pan"
Detox centers

.

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute: or, with a
- - - - - credit card, 1-800-814-5554.

----1

Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1·888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 past
- - - - - puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
- - - - - Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
------- solvers: nytlmes.com/leaminglxw6rds.

Im
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GALLIGAN LEADS
PANTHERS TO VICTORY

RACHEL GALLIGAN
Top Cat 1s a weekly feature that showcases one of the
top athletes from the past week and gives a profile of
the top player and moments from the sporting event.

Senior forward aiming
for Panthers' all-time
points record
By BOB SHAUGHNESSY

Staff Reporter
If Rachel Galligan continues che
pace she scarred her fi rsc three seasons at Eastern, she may find her
place at the cop of Eascern's record
books.
The senior forward on Eastern
women's baskerball ream has scored
I 08 points in che Panthers' seven
games chis season. Galligan leads
the team in points, rebounds (50)
and blocked shoes (10).
Galligan, who already holds che
all-time record for blocked shoes
and free rhrows made, is looking co
become Eascern's all-time leader in
points scored.
In her senior year. Galligan only
needs 390 points to secure her spot
atop the Eastern's record books in
points.
'Tm going to give ic my best
shoe," Galligan said. "'Ihe more
points I score, the more points the
team scores so chat gives us a better
chance co win more games. Ic's noc
my ultimate goal co be number one
in points, bur it is exciting being in
chis posirion."
As rhe Panthers (4-3) begin conference play today against Ohio
Valley Conference rival Tennessee
Seate, chey look co stay undefeated
at Lantz Arena.
The Pancheri. have rheir next
four games at home and will face
off against two conference rivals as
they follow the game today with a
home game against Ausrin Peay on
Saturday.
"We are interested in winning
championships chis year," Eastern
head coach Brady Sallee said. "We
wane to play in the postseason, and
I chink we have che rerun that can
do ir."
Galligan scored a season-high 28
points in rhe Panthers' nail-biting
loss co Bradley on Oct. 19. She also
had her I 50rh career block and her
400rh career free throw.
She picked up her 15th career

AMIR PRELLBERG I THE DAILY EASTERN N
Senior forward Rachel Galligan scored 15.3 points per game on .594 percent shooting in the Panthers' three games during the Courtyard Marriott
Florence Thanksgiving Classic in Cincinnati, which resulted in two Eastern wins. Galligan leads the Panthers in scoring, rebounds and blocks.

double-double in rhe game against
Bradley and will look to keep her
hot streak going as she returns co
Lancz Arena where she has averaged
16 points and nine rebounds.
"We wane to win conference,
win rhe conference tournament, go
undefeated at home ru1d go on ro
play in the NCAA tournament,"
Galligan said. "I like rhe pressure,
and I like working under pressure.
I'm a senior and I'm a leader and if
char's what I have ro do for the team

then, I'm willing co do it for everybody."
Galligan is looking co become
the first Pamher women's basketball
player co earn first ream All-OVC
for three straight years.
As a sophomore, Galligan averaged 17.2 points, 1.6 blocks and
8.3 rebounds per game.
Although chis season she has
been slighrly below her average,
Galligan said she believes she can fix
that with the next four games being

home games.
With the Panthers having five::
seniors on rhe ream and having
reached the championship game
of the OVC Tournament last season, it would nor be unexpected ro
see them make a run for the NCAA
tournament.
"The seniors have had rhe pressure of turning chis into a winning program and now they have
the pressure of taking it co the next
level," Sallee said. "This is che best

team I have ever had &om che ralcn
stand point, bur what you do wit
it is the most important thing. lh
pieces of chc puzzle are there, no
it's up co us. We are excited abou
where we are going and the ra
son we have been good at home
because of our crowd, and I encour
age people co come our and suppo
this ream."
Bob Shaughnessy can be reached
581-7944 or ac ffshaughnessy@ew.ed

Sleep in!
Eat out!
Breakfast Everyday
until 2PM
Daily Lunch Specials
Summer Salads
Open Thursday and
Friday Nights
until BPM
7th and ,~adison
Just off the square in
Downtown Charleston
Across from the
Uptowner
217-345-7427
www.whatscookin.info
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MEN'S BASKETBALL I EASTERN VS. TENNESSEE STATE

Miller sees improvements despite losses
Rebounding, scoring
more consistent said
men's coach
By DAN CUSACK
Assistant Sports Editor

Despite losing all rhree games
during Thanksgiving break, Eastern head coach Mike Miller said he
saw irnprovemencs in bis basketball
ream.
The Panchers dropped cwo games
to lndiana-Purdue-Fort Wayne by a
combined six points, bur Miller said
he saw improvements from the 8177 overtime loss on Nov. 22 co che
76-74 loss on Friday.
~some of che things chac I was
pleased with were our emphasis
on rebounding." Miller said. "We
played Fort Wayne the fuse time,
and they our-rebounded us by three.
We played them the second time
and out-rebounded chem by 13. So
there is a big swing in there with che
same people playing."
Miller said the Panchers are slowly
seeing aspects of the game that they
are becoming more consiscenc with
after chose aspects were emphasized.
"Our team is really close right
now, really close, and we need co do
a few more of chose chings that will
gee us co che top," Miller said.
Among che ocher improvements
Miller said he saw during the three
games during Thanksgiving Break
were some of the returning players
stepping up and playing more consiscencly.
Miller said junior center Ous.11\ane Cisse was efficienr in his play
against lPFW on Nov. 29 as he had
a double-double with 11 points and
10 rebounds. He said junior guard
Romain Martin and sophomore
guard Tyler Laser were also consistent during the three games.

» Okafor
FROM PAGE 12

"As good as she was, it doesn't
really affect how we play," Sallee said.
"We can'c puc any srock imo that.
They've got kids chat will seep in and
fill the holes and do a good job."
Wirh Okafor ouc of the picture,
rhe Lady Tigers bave ro replace one
of their cop offensive and defensive
producers the past three seasons.
Some of chat responsibility will fall
on senior guard Kendra Appling.
Appling, who led the Lady Tigers
in scoring last season and is doing so
again this year, is scoring 16.3 ppg
while shooting .375 from the field
and .324 from behind the arc.

"For che first rwo weeks, we have
shown chat we can score a lirtle bit
and we can score pretty quick at
times and in different ways," Miller said. "When you can do chat you
can stay in games. When you can
stop people you can win games."
The Panthers (1-4) will look ro
continue to improve as they open
Ohio Valley Conference play 8
tonight ar Lanrz Arena against Tennessee Scace (2-5).
"(The Tigers) are an athletic team,
and they ace very calenred," Miller
said. "They are playing off chree guys
chac can score a !or of poincs.''
Sophomore guard Gerald Robinson, who Miller said was one of the
rop guards in che OVC right now,
leads che Tigers with 22 points per
game and four assists per game.
The Tigers feature a call front
court with 6-fooc-8 senior center
Jerrell Houston averaging 17 points
and 7.7 rebounds a game, while 6fooc-7 sophomore forward Darrius Cox is also a force on the boards
scoring 14.4 ppg co go along wich
7.6 rpg.
In addition co che strong play
from chose chree players, Miller said
the Tigers play well on che offensive
glass and score in transition.
Eastern junior guard Dewayne
Wright Jr. said the Tigers have an
aggressive style.
"I chink with our defense and our
pressure release we'll be OK," Wright
said.
Wrighr said having che ream stay
rogerhcr during Thanksgiving Break
brought the team together and
helped chem form a bond.
"We learned there's scill some
things we need ro work on," Wright
said. "On defense, I chink we made
coo many little mistakes, but its
nothing we can't improve on. I
chink our offense really clicked. We
showed we can score che ball whenSallee said Tennessee State would
be the "Kendra Appling show." He
said there would be no quescion char
Appling would be the Lady Tigers'
go-co player.
"She was so doggone good wirh
Okafor ouc there," Sallee said. "It's
scary if she can do better than char.
She's definicely somebody char we'll
pay a lot of attention che next few
days geccing ready for them."
Wells said she thought Appling
had puc some pressure on herself
ro cake charge even more now char
Okafor is out the entire season. She
said she has told her team co play as
if Appling bad noc changed a single aspect of her game as co noc pur
extra pressure on her.
"We know chac Kendra is going

GAME 6: EASTERN VS
TENNESSEE STATE
When:8p.m.
Where: Charleston
Location: Lantz Arena (5,300)
Series History: Tennessee State
leads 22-16
Last Meeting: Tennessee State
won 79-72 last season
Eastern (1-4)
Head Coach: Mike Miller (24-67
in fourth season)
Probable Starters
Pos.
Name
C
O. Cisse
F
B. Parrish
G
R. Martin
G
T. Marion
G
T. Laser
Key Reserves
Pos.
Name
F
E. Suljic
F
J. Hollowell

Yr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Yr.
Jr.
Fr.

Tennessee State (2-5)
Head Coach: Cy Alexander (6395 in fifth season)
Probable Starters
Name
Pos.
F
J. Houston
F
D.Cox
F
S. Evans
G
G. Robinson
G
P. Smith
Key Reserves
Pos.
Name
G
J. Crutcher
G/F
E. Gaither

Yr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
So.
Fr.
Yr.
Jr.
Sr.

DAVE RIGSY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Freshman forward Zavier Sanders jumps for the ball during the Nov. 19
game against Manchester College in Lantz Arena. Eastern starts Ohio
Valley Conference play at 8 p.m. against Tennessee State at Lantz Arena.

ever we want, but it comes down co
defense, which we have co concencrace on."
Freshman forward Zavier Sanders
said the team sharpened up different
ro carry chat personal load herself."
Wells said. "CercainJy Kendra is stepping up for us. She's being more of a
vocal leader chan she has in the past.
She's playing noc only for herself. buc
she's playing for (Okafor) as well."
The Panthers are also preparing co srarr OVC play. Sallee said he
thought his ceam was geared up ro
start league games.
"We feel good about where we are
and how we've been playing." Sallee said. "We're eager ro gee our rhere
against our conference and show
whac we've done in rhe pre-conference is for real. Ic's just another measuring stick for us."
Scocr Richey can be reached ac 5817944 or at srrichey@eiu.edu.

aspects of its game. He said the ream
performed welJ in practice, which
should help chem during the game.
For Wright and Sanders. this will
be their first OVC Conference game

and boch said rhey are excited.
"I chink chis is a time you don't
want co lose any games - this is conference play," Wright said. "l chink
we can go ouc here, procecr home
coun, and we'll be alrigbr."
Dan Cusack can be reached at 5817944 or ac dscusack@eiu.edu.

GAME 8: EASTERN VS TENNESSEE STATE
When: 5:30 p.m.
Where: Charleston
Location: Lantz Arena (5,300)
Series History: Eastern leads 1610
Last Meeting: Eastern won 6S-51
last season
Eastern (4-3)
Head Coach: Brady Sallee (53-71
in fifth season)
Probable Starters
Pos.
Name
Yr.
F
R.Galligan
Sr.
F
L Kluempers
Sr.
R-Jr.
G
D.Sims
E.Canale
Sr.
G
M.Edwards
Sr.
G

Key Reserves
Pos.
Name
F
M.Kloak
A.Thomas
G

Yr.
Jr.
Jr.

Tennessee State (2-4)
Head Coach: Tracee Wells (33-87
in fifth season)
Probable Starters
Pos.
Name
Yr.
T.Jackson
Sr.
F
F
C. Cromartie
Jr.
N.Rumph
Sr.
G
K. Appling
Sr.
G
L. Pierce
Jr.
G
Key Reserves
Yr.
Pos.
Name
So.
M. Stafford
G
Sr.
G
C. Hicks

Youngstown
Apartments
1. 2, 3, & 4 Bedroom vadable
-Fully Furnished
- Central Air
-Decks
- Garbage Disposal
.. Dishwashers
- 3 Laundry Facilities

DEN Advertising

345-2363

581.2816

Cambridge & Nantucket
Around the curve on South 9th Stree
~
.kom tl\e ~ftH<c, 1>

STORY LABEL I EASTERN VS. TENNESSEE TECH

NATIONAL SPORTS
HOCKEY
Pittsburg at Carolina
6 tonight on FSS

MEN' S SOCCER I SPOTLIGHT

Okafor out for Lady Tigers

I

HOCKEY
New Jersey at Philadelphia I
6 tonight on CSP

Panthers' opponent will
be weaker in the post

BASKETBALL

By SCOTT RICHEY

Phoenix at Dallas I

Sports Editor

BASKETBALL
9:30 tonight on TNT

COLLIN WHITCHURCH

Conference
win will
provide
momentum
Facing a 2-4 Tennessee Scare
team seems of minimal imporcance considering the teams the
Eastern women's basketball ream
has faced thus far in the 2008
season.
Hard fought road games
against the likes of lllinois, Bradley and Cincinnati, as wdl as
home games against Miami
(Ohio) and Southern Methodist - both NCAA Tournamenc
qualifiers from a year ago - seem
much bigger compared ro facing a Lady Tigers' squad chat finished 13-17 a year ago.
Bur in reality, tonight's game
is much bigger than any other
game to dace simply because it is
rhe stare of Ohio Valley Conference play.
A win on Thursday is huge
for the Panthers for the obvious
reasons.
Winning conference games
arc always big because the ultimate goal is co win the OVC
and advance to the NCAA Tournamenr.
But it's big for one other reason as well.
Momentum.
Momentum can go a long
way in spores, specifically in basketball where reams feed off of
home crowds and game-co-game
screeches of success.
le happened lase year when,
after starting off the season with
a 1-7 record.
The Panchers began OYC
play with a 66-64 viccory against
Tennessee Tech.
That victory was rhe second
game of a six-game win streak
for Eastern, and the Panthers
went on co win 10 of their nexr
12 games after beating rhe Golden Eagles.
This year the Panchers did not
scare out quire as poorly as chey
did a year ago.

Brad Earl organized
event to help friend

»

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
5:30 p.m. - Lantz Arena

SEE OKAFOR, PAGE 11

KARLA BROWNING ITliE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

FOOTBALL I SPOTLIGHT

Rucker signed by New York Giants
STAFF REPORT

Micah Rucker waited more than
rwo months for another chance in
the NFL
The former Eastern wide receiver
got char chance when he was signed
by the New York Giants Wednesday

MARCIA WILLIAMS' STORY
•on July 3, 2008, we received the

morning.

Rucker will be placed on the
defending Super Bowl champions'
practice squad.
The Gianrs had a practice squad
spor open co sign Rucker after they
promoted defensive cackle Leger
Douzable to the active roster.
Wide receiver Plaxico Burress was
removed &om the Giants' active roster after he was placed on the reserve/
non-football injury list following a
sdf-inflicred gunshot wound co his

leg.
This prompred Douzable's pro-

Tonight vs. Tennessee Tech
8 p.m. - Lantz Arena

Eastern men's soccer graduac
assistant Brad Earl has spenr the pas
rwo summers training with Majo
League Soccer's Real Sale Lake in Sal
Lake City.
This season, while he trained and
ultimaccly played for Real Sale Lake
reserve corps. Earl became clo
friends with Real Sale Lake midfield
er Andy Williams and his wife Mar
cia.
Marcia Williams was diagno
wirh a rare form of leukemia on Jul
3. and her condition requires treat
menc of a bone marrow transplant.
Earl is hosting a marrow driv
coday ar Eastern's Campus Rec Cen
rer from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
"l've teamed up with an organiza·
cion called DKMS," Earl said.
DKMS America is the Unit
Stares branch of Deutsche Knochcn
markspenderdatei, which is the m ·
branch of the organization found
in Germany in 199l. DKMS is ch
world's largest marrow donor cencer with more than l.7 million registered donors.
Earl said he goc co know the Williams family through Jamie Warson
a murual friend and former Real Sal
Lake forward. Earl and Warson both
went to Coppell High School in
Coppel, Texas.
Earl said Warson and Andy Wil·
Iiams were roommates on road trips,
and through Warson he became close
with Andy and Marcia WLlliams.
Real Sale Lake is hosting a marrow drive for Marcia Williams on
Dec. 13 ac Rio Tinto Stadium in Salr
Lake Cicy, and Earl said Warson is
hosting another drive larer in Dall~
because he now lives in chat area as a
member of MLS' FC Dallas.
"She still has hope our there after
tomorrow," Earl said. "(The WJ.
liams' have) done a Joe for me. Ultimatdy you've got co be optimistic
and hope you can find a match.•
Scorr Richey can be reached or 581·
7944 or or Sffichey@eiu.edu.

MEN'S BASKETBALL

I

By SCOTT RICHEY
Sports Editor

Senior Forward Rachel Galligan shoots for the basket during the Panther
exhibition opener in Lantz Arena on Nov. 1.

motion.

SEE WHITCHURCH, PAGE 9

Today vs. Tennessee Tech

Obiagdi Okafor was Tennessee
State's primary threat in the post during the Tigers' run co the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament last season.
She was 6fth in the league in scoring (16.9 points per game) and led
the conference in offensive rebounds
with 4.6 per game.
Okafor averaged 14.7 poinrs and
8.7 rebounds in three games againsc
Easrern last season including a 16point, eight-rebound performance in
the first round of che OYC Tournament.
Bur the Rolla, Mo., narive will not
be on the Boor when the Panrhers
hose the Lady Tigers at 5:30 coday ac
Lantz Arena to scare league play.
Okafor's senior season for Tennessee Stare ended before it even began
as she core the Achilles tendon in
her left ankle during preseason practice. She rccencly underwenr surgery
on her ankle and will miss the entire
2008-09 season.
Tennessee Stace head coach Tracee
Wells said Okafor's injury has creaced the need and opportunity for other players to step up and conrribure.
She said junior guard Nikki Rumph
and junior center Chdsca Cromartie
have played well in the Lady Tigers'
early games chis season.
Cromartie got her 6rst career
double-double with a 10-point, 13rcbound performance in Tennessee
Stace's 63-57 loss co Morgan Scare on
Nov. 22.
"People who had not been asked
co play big minutes have been stepping in and trying co fill some big
shoes,» Wells said. "We're just working everyday at using an entire team
effort co win our games."
Eastern head coach Brady Sallee
said his game plan against Tennes·
see State would not change even with
Okafor on the sideline instead of on
thecourr.

»

drive
tomorrow
at Rec

7 tonight on TNT

San Antonio at Denver I

Marrow

I

FILE PHOTO

Former Eastern wide receiver Micah Rucker catches a pass during the
Family Weekend game against Jacksonville State on Oct. 10, 2007, in
O'Brien Stadium. Rucker, who was recently released from playing for
the Kansas City Chiefs, just signed to play for the New York Giants.

MEN'S & WOMEN'S SWIMMING

Friday at House of Champions
All Day- Indianapolis

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

I

Saturday vs. Austin Peay
3 p.m. - Lantz Arena

terrible news that it was leukemia. My world stopped, I wanted
so very badly for it not to be true.
I have since learned that my only
chance to survive Is a bone mar·
row transplant.
Wlth all the love, help and support we have received, I am still
desperately In need of a bone
marrow transplant I am rely·
ing on a stranger to save my life.
I am asking you, PLEASE. please
think about the lives you could
save, my life, among many o
moms, dads, babies can be
if you sign up and become a
row donor:

MEN'S BASKETBAU

I

Saturday vs. Austin P8IJ I
7 p.m. - Lantz Arena

